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1.0 Executive Summary 

 

The following Outline Construction Management Plan has been produced as part of the overall planning 

application for the National Paediatric Hospital Project for a new children’s hospital and associated Family 

Accommodation Unit and Children’s Research and Innovation Centre at St James’s Hospital Campus, Dublin 8. 

This outline plan and methodology seeks to demonstrate how works on the hospital campus can be delivered in 

a logical, sensible and safe sequence with the incorporation of specific measures to mitigate the potential 

impact on people, property and the environment. This methodology will require to be interrogated and 

developed by the Main Contractor to form the detailed Construction Management Plan prior to commencing 

works on site.  

 

The Project Team’s indicative construction programme summaries some of the key construction activities that 

are necessary to undertake a project of this size coupled with the logistical implications of the works and their 

effect on the adjacent locality. In line with the Overall Strategic Programme, and prior to any enabling or main 

build works, the Main Contractor will be required to develop a detailed programme for each specific activity and 

work element / works package. 

 

Chief among the challenges of the project is the introduction of construction activities significant in scale and 

volume on the operational adult acute hospital campus, adjoining sensitive Residential Properties, Luas Redline 

Tramline, Linear Park, South Circular Road and other public roads and areas.  

 

A construction project of this scale, while being planned to be as least disruptive as possible, can introduce a 

degree of concern and inconvenience for impacted neighbours and staff. The Project Team are seeking to 

endeavour to protect the right of all affected stakeholders in continuing their daily lives with limited or undue 

interruption (as far as reasonably practicable) that may be caused by traffic, vibrations noise, dust and nuisance 

or to be inconvenienced by the construction operations. The Project Team’s previous experience on similar 

projects (both nationally and internationally) offers a high degree of confidence in prioritising disruption 

minimisation.  

 

This document outlines envisaged strategies/mitigation proposals and control measures for servicing the works 

with personnel and materials; accommodation and welfare facilities; removal of waste, movement of materials 

and personnel; security considerations and programme and logistics challenges for the scheme, whilst being 

mindful of the operational constraints within and around the site environs. This document intends to set out our 

understanding of the works and the logistical and environmental constraints associated with the campus site 

and surrounding residential amenities, supported by an initial analysis of the critical elements included within the 

project. 
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2.0 Introduction 

2.1 Purpose 

This document presents an outline construction delivery sequence supported by projected construction 

methodologies / techniques that may be adopted during the construction of the new children’s hospital. This 

outline plan seeks to demonstrate how works can be delivered in a logistic, sensible and safe sequence with the 

incorporation of specific measures to mitigate the potential impact on people and the environment. This 

methodology will be required to be interrogated and developed by the Main Contractor prior to commencing 

works on site. It is noted that this document should be viewed as an outline plan with the Construction 

Management Plan to be developed by the appointed Main Contractor in consultation with Dublin City Council and 

Planning Authority (as required) prior to works commencing on site. 

 

The proposed National Paediatric Hospital development at St. James’s Hospital Campus consists of 3 main 

buildings, namely: 

• A 473 bed new children’s hospital; 

• A Children’s Research and Innovation Centre;  

• A 53 Bed Family Accommodation Unit. 

 

2.2 Project Setting 

The design considers the existing campus together with its site challenges, working within the planning 

constraints whilst developing a strong vision for the development of a world class children’s hospital.  

 

The following strategic setting issues have been recognised within the design solution: 

o Location - The project is to be located within the existing St. James’s Hospital campus site boundaries;   

o Adjoining Owners – The site is in a busy city centre location and contains a number of adjoining 

residential and sensitive properties. The proximity of adjacent property owners presents a physical 

constraint, which will require careful attention and management at all times; 

o Site Specific Constraints – The existing site has specific constraints relating to existing services, 

ground conditions, construction methods, materials, etc. Two key services constraints specifically 

highlighted are the location of the existing Drimnagh Sewer and the existing utility services tunnel; 

o St. James Hospital – The existing St James’s Hospital will remain “live” and fully operational during the 

construction period and maintaining safe pedestrian, vehicular and blue-light access to the campus is an 

absolute priority.  

 

The total site area on the St. James Hospital campus is 19.48 hectares, of which an area of 4.85 hectares is 

proposed for the siting of the new children’s hospital. 

 

2.3 Description of proposed development 

The overall scope of the proposed development on the St James’s campus comprises:  

• The demolition of all buildings on the site of the new children’s hospital and the proposed Children’s 

Research and Innovation Centre  

• A new children’s hospital building;  

• A two-storey underground car park and shared facilities management hub below the new children’s 

hospital. 

• A Children’s Research and Innovation Centre at James’s Street; 

• A 53 no. bed Family Accommodation Unit at the entrance to the new children’s hospital; 

• Public realm improvements to: the existing St James’s campus spine road; the linear park at the Rialto 

Luas station and the public steps between Mount Brown and Cameron Square; 

• Improvements to the road junction at the existing campus entrance on James’s Street and a new campus 

entrance piazza from Brookfield Road / South Circular Road; 
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• A new energy centre for the new children’s hospital and a new shared flue stack for the campus; 

• A range of infrastructure works, including the diversion of the existing Drimnagh Sewer and revised 

boundary treatments. 

 

2.3.1 New children’s hospital at St. James’s Hospital  

The new children’s hospital will be a world-class facility providing secondary paediatric services for the greater 

Dublin area and specialist services for the country as a whole. It will be an academic health sciences hospital that 

values world-class research, education and innovation, which in turn will drive excellence in clinical care. 

 

The hospital will provide: 

• Provision of 380 in-patient beds including 60 critical care beds, all in single en-suite rooms;  

• Provision of 93 day care beds ,18 theatres, including three hybrid theatres to facilitate access to imaging 

during surgery;  

• Provision of outpatient consulting examination rooms ; 

• Provision of an Emergency Department and urgent care facilities;   

• Make safe existing services/utilities and demolition of existing St. James’s Hospital buildings/facilities; 

• Significant utilities and services diversions including Drimnagh Sewer & Services tunnel; 

• Provision of 1000 car parking spaces; 

• Provision of an Energy Centre within the basement. 

 

The proposed development consists of a 7 storey structure over 2/3 below ground levels within a gross internal 

floor area of 118,113m2 with an additional 32,000m2 provided for underground parking, bringing the total floor 

area of the building to 150,113m2. The building is primarily organised vertically in four clear zones. 

 

• Facilities management spaces and horizontal distribution together with plant rooms and two levels of car 

parking (Levels B1 & B2); 

• Outpatients and Diagnostic and Treatment areas (4 floors-Levels LG, 00, L01 & L02); 

• Interstitial floor, accommodating plant rooms and administration/non-clinical spaces (Level L03); 

• Wards (3 floors-Levels L04, L05 & L06.) 

 

A full and detailed description of the new children’s hospital is contained within Chapter 2 of the EIS-Description 

of the Proposed Development. 

 

2.3.2 Children’s Research and Innovation Centre 

The proposed Children’s Research and Innovation Centre, which is an integral part of the new children’s hospital, 

will be co-located with the existing academic facilities on the St. James’s Hospital campus. This maximises 

clinical linkages and creates a centre of excellence for both paediatric and adult healthcare research on the 

campus. 

 

The building is located in the north-east portion of the campus and is bounded by James’s Street to the north. 

The level difference between the campus and James’s Street is of the order of 3-4m in this location. Hence, 

although the building is 4 storeys when viewed from James’s Street, it is only perceived as 3 storeys from the 

campus. This gives rise to a Lower Ground Floor which can be accessed off James Street with a Ground Floor 

accessed from the campus.  

 

The building is configured in a rectangular form at Lower Ground level with the upper levels shaped in an “L” 

configuration. The building contains laboratory space, research space and offices with a gross internal floor area 

of 2,971m2.  
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2.3.3 Family Accommodation Unit 

 
The accommodation building is intended to house the families of those children receiving long term critical care in 

the hospital. It will be located immediately west of the new children’s hospital site, just inside the Brookfield/South 

Circular road entrance. The building is often referred to as a house as it will function in just this fashion for the 

families who will reside here, often for long periods. Contained within the building will be: 

 

• Offices and fundraising space for the charity operating the house; 

• Garden and communal  and cooking facilities for its residents; 

• 53 bedroom suites for families. 

 

It is a building envisaged to compliment the operations of the adjacent hospital due to families often being in-situ 

at the hospital for periods between 2-12 months. Locating it in such close proximity to the hospital is essential as 

the care requirements of young children obtaining critical care necessitates parents being called upon at irregular 

hours and at relatively short notice. There is envisaged an internal communication system between the 

respective accommodation suites and the wards to facilitate just this.  

 

The building consists of 2-4 storeys over a single level basement which is integral with the basement of the new 

children’s hospital. The ground floor level consists of offices and communal space with the bedroom suites 

provided at the upper levels. The total floor area of the Family Accommodation Unit is 4,354m2. 
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3.0 Construction Management 

3.1 Introduction 

The following sections set out and describe the proposed sequencing of the project together with discussion on 

site management issues and logistics requirements. 

 

3.2 Sequencing of project 

The works indicated in this methodology narrative outline potential methods of construction available to the Main 

Contractor. The narrative indicates the prospective progress and gives an explanation of the associated activities 

and their interdependencies and how the project will be delivered within the project timescale. There are a 

number of constraints and requirements which have been carefully considered by the Project Team throughout 

the design process. This process has led to the development of the proposed construction sequence as 

illustrated in Figure 1 over and in Appendix 1. 

 

For the purposes of description of the works within this document, we have broken the project into the following 

phases/areas: 

• Enabling Works; 

• Basement Works; 

• Main Construction Works (including Family Accommodation Unit); 

• Children’s Research and Innovation Centre. 

 

3.3 Site Management 

The Main Contractor will be responsible for overall site management for the duration of the proposed works. It is 

envisaged that the Main Contractor will have a peak of between 900-1000 construction personnel on site during 

the most labour intensive phases of the construction programme. Discussed below are a number of areas which 

the Main Contractor will be required to address during the works. 

 

3.3.1 Health & Safety 

The Main Contractor must progress their works with reasonable skill, care, diligence and to, at all times, 

proactively manage the works in a manner most likely to ensure the safety and welfare of those carrying out 

construction works, all other persons using the St. James’s Hospital campus and interacting stakeholders 

including adjoining residents. Contractors are further required to ensure that, as a minimum, all aspects of their 

works and project facilities comply with good industry practice, statutory instruments and all necessary consents. 

These will be further expanded and developed within the Main Contractor’s Construction Management Plan in 

relation to Health & Safety requirements. 

 

3.3.2 Hoarding 

3.3.2.1 Hoarding & Site Security 

The location of the site adjoining residential properties and within the confines of a live and operational hospital 

campus, necessitates a prompt and detailed establishment of site compound and perimeter hoarding by the Main 

Contractor following possession of site. The overarching consideration in all elements of the site set-up will be to 

ensure the works can be undertaken in a safe manner for the hospital, adjoining properties, members of the 

public and the Main Contractor and his staff. 

 

The Main Contractor will commence by erecting a suitably robust hoarding around the proposed site perimeter. 

This will typically take the form of standard plywood hoarding to a height of 2.4m. The National Paediatric 

Hospital Development Board envisage engagement with Local Community groups, schools and the children’s 

forum group to embellish the hoarding with artwork or graphics which would be appropriate for the area. 

This hoarding will be supplemented in sensitive areas during certain construction activities to mitigate against 

noise impacts-refer to section 3.3.16 for additional detail.  
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The plan alignment of the hoarding will not remain constant for the entire works and will change to meet the 

particular requirements and constraints of each stage. The hoarding line will typically follow the site boundary, 

where possible. Additional fencing / hoarding will also be provided to protect trees to be retained, e.g. at the rear 

of Cameron Square.  At site possession, the current access at Rialto Gate will be maintained with provision for 

deliveries to existing hospital, to the Oxygen compound and ESB substation areas, as well as for blue light 

emergency access, staff access, public bus access and Contractor’s access as well as for general public traffic 

exiting only. An indicative layout of the initial hoarding line is indicated in Figure 2 over.  

 

The hoarding line is likely to be adjusted significantly at 2no. stages in the project: 

1. Following completion of temporary access road 

2. Following completion of permanent access road 

 

This is discussed further in section 3.3.4/4.5 below. It is noted also that certain works phases or activities, such 

as services tie-ins, may be required to be undertaken outside of the general hoarding line with localised, 

appropriate protection measures such as heras fencing adopted for the duration of these activities. 

 

The Main Contractor will be responsible for the security of the site for the duration of the works. The Main 

Contractor will be required to: 

 

• Install and maintain adequate site hoarding to the site boundary with adequate controlled access and 

egress points; 

• Maintain site security staff at all times; 

• Install access security in the form of turn-styles and gates for staff; 

• Ensure restricted access is maintained to the works; 

• Operate a Site Induction Process for all site staff; 

• Ensure all staff have current ‘Safe Pass’ & Construction Skills Cards; 

• Monitor and record all deliveries to site and all materials/waste taken off site for disposal to appropriate 

licensed facility. 

 

A fire watch system regime will be implemented and appointed fire watch supervisors will inspect the site at the 

end of each shift. All staff will be made fully aware of their individual responsibilities with regard to security and 

will undertake their work in line with guidelines.  All staff and operatives will be fully inducted into the security, 

health and safety and logistic requirements on site. 

 

3.3.2.2 Invasive Weeds 

A small area of Japanese Knotweed (Fallopia japonica), an invasive weed species, was identified at the eastern 

end of the landscape corridor behind Donnellan Avenue / McDowell Avenue.  The plant is an invasive alien 

species as listed on the Third Schedule (Part 1: Plants) of the European Communities (Birds and Natural 

Habitats) Regulations, 2011 (SI No 477 of 2011, also known as the Habitats Regulations).  In particular, 

Regulations 49 and 50 prohibit the introduction, dispersal, trading and keeping of certain this non-native invasive 

species.  The affected area has been fenced-off and is excluded from construction works associated with the 

proposed development.  A programme of management and treatment towards the eradication of the plant is 

being put in place under the supervision of a qualified ecologist and in accordance with best practice.  No plant 

materials, soils or other arisings will be removed from the infected area.  This affected area will be maintained as 

a construction exclusion zone during the proposed development. 
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Figure 1: Potential Sequencing of Project 
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Figure 2: Site Hoarding at Initial Site Set-up 
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3.3.3 Site Compound 

The extent of compound and facilities required by the Main Contractor will vary throughout the duration of the 

works. The initial phase of works involving site set-up, surveys, diversions of services and commencement of 

demolitions are likely to make use of some of the existing buildings on site, without the requirement for a large 

scale formal site compound. 

 

As the works advance including demolitions, the secant pile wall construction and basement excavation, the Main 

Contractor’s compound and facilities will be required to be enhanced. These may be located in the south-western 

corner of the site, or in another area of the site to suit the Main Contractor’s progress and working methods. A 

possible layout of this area is highlighted in Figure 3 below.  

 

Figure 3: Site Compound 
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It is envisaged that the Main Contractor may make use of a temporary pedestrian footbridge over the temporary 

road to link the compound to the remainder of the site. Following completion of the northern portion of the 

basement structure together with the permanent access road, the Main Contractor's compound could move to the 

northern portion of the site, as indicated in Figure 4 below, to allow the completion of the basement works to the 

south of the site and the construction of the superstructure to continue unhindered. 

 

Figure 4: Site Compound for Main Phase of Works 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.4 Site Access & Egress 

The key driver in the provision of site access and egress is to ensure that access to the existing campus is 

carefully and safely managed during the works. Protected vehicle and pedestrian/staff access routes as well as 

blue light and service vehicle access will be required to be maintained into and through the campus from the 

Rialto Gate, as well as to the Emergency Department, Energy Centre, Delivery Hub, south perimeter road and all 

existing hospital accommodation that may not be decanted at initial site procession. Use will be made of 2 main 

construction site access and egress points for the duration of the works, namely in the area of  the existing Rialto 

Gate off the South Circular Road with the second at Mount Brown. These access points are indicated in Figure 5 

over. 
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Figure 5: Site Access points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the initial phase of works, access for emergency vehicles and any appropriate through traffic will be 

maintained by means of the existing road through the hospital campus. This will naturally split the site into 2 and 

possibly more (depending on activities) separate areas which will typically be served by each access route. The 

northern portion of the site will be serviced by the new construction access point at Mount Brown. The Rialto 

Gate may simultaneously serve both portions of the site depending on the construction activity on-going. A Flag 

Man located at each access point onto the hospital/public road network will manage and marshal truck 

movements and Public/Hospital Users in a safe and controlled manner. Once the temporary road diversion has 

been constructed through the linear park to the south of the site after approx. Q3/Q4 of the programme, and 

alternative access provisions have been made to service the oxygen and ESB substation at the Energy Centre, 

the existing through road will be removed and the site will then act as a single construction site. The temporary 

road diversion, as indicated in Figure 6 below, will remain in place until construction of the permanent access 

road to the north is complete at approx. Q8/Q9 of the programme. 
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Figure 6: Temporary Access Road 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.5 Deliveries to Site 

Construction deliveries to site will make use of both the Rialto Gate and Mount Brown access points. A “just in 

time” approach will be required for the delivery of particular materials such as concrete formwork and 

reinforcement due to the minimal nature of space for storage of material on site. That is to say that deliveries of 

materials will be planned and programmed to ensure that the materials are delivered only as they are required on 

site. Works requiring multiple vehicle deliveries to site, such as large concrete pours, should be planned well in 

advance with no queuing of trucks allowed or permitted on the public roadways around the site. 

 

3.3.6 Storage of Materials on Site 

Any materials stored on site should be done so in a safe manner. Any fuels or chemicals on site should be stored 

within double sealed tanks with bunds to prevent any seepage of same into the groundwater. A fuel filling point 

should be set-up on site with all plant to be brought to this point for filling. All fuels and chemicals required to be 

stored on site should be clearly marked. Refer also to mitigation measures discussed in Chapters 7, 8 & 17 of the 

EIS – Soils & Geology, Hydrogeology & Hydrology and Material Assets. 

 

Due to the extent of the basement and building footprint relative to the site, there is limited scope for storage of 

materials on site during the early work activities. In addition, the available space for truck pull in during deliveries 

may prove problematic during delivery intensive activities such as large concrete pours for basement. Thus, to 

alleviate any potential congestion, an off-site staging area will be provided to the Main Contractor. The staging 

area is located along Davitt Road and is c. 2.0km (via Davitt Road / Suir Road / South Circular Road) from the 

access point at South Circular Road. The staging area is shown in Figure 7 over. 
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Figure 7: Davitt Road Staging Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is envisaged that the staging area will be used for the following: 

• Storage of general building materials of a dry goods nature; 

• Storage of building enclosure items such as cladding and glazing; 

• Storage of mechanical and electrical materials such as ductwork, piping, conduits and cable trays; 

• Area for truck and delivery vehicles to wait if there is no space available for them to deliver directly to 

site. 

 

It is envisaged that there would be minimal personnel deployed at the staging area with persons being limited to 

security and gatemen/flag men, with essential welfare facilities provided. 

 

3.3.7 Removal of Materials from Site 

The removal of materials from site will primarily be undertaken during the Enabling Works and Basement 

Construction phases of the project. The demolition of the existing buildings and removal of materials excavated to 

facilitate the basement construction will be the most intensive periods for removal of materials off site. Both 

phases of works will need to be managed effectively to ensure that there will be no queuing of trucks on the 

public roadways to site. All trucks will have a built on tarpaulin that will cover the excavated material as it is being 

hauled off site and wheel wash facilities will be provided at all site egress points. All vehicles will make use of the 

access and egress points noted in section 3.3.4 above. The Main Contractor will be required to provide a flag 

man to direct construction vehicles entering/exiting the site and manage public/construction vehicle movements.  

 

3.3.8 Craneage 

It is envisaged that the works will require the use of multiple tower cranes on site, with a mixture of 30m jibs and 

55m jibs being employed to provide the necessary site coverage. The cranes will be required for the moving of 

building materials around site such as formwork for concrete, reinforcement for concrete and general building 

materials. The use of cranes will also be required for the erection of the facade and installation of plant. The 

layout of cranes to achieve maximum coverage of the site will be determined by the appointed Main Contractor. It 

is noted that cranes will generally be located centrally within the site and located away from boundaries with 

residential properties. Cranes will not be allowed to over sail off site residential property boundaries. A possible 

crane layout is shown in Figure 8. This layout may be supplemented by additional mobile cranes for certain 

elements such as façade installation or delivery of plant/machinery to site. 
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Figure 8: Possible Crane Layout 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.9 Water Supply 

The Main Contractor will require a water source for the duration of the works. Water will be required for: 

• Main Contractor’s welfare facilities; 

• Wheel wash and vehicle wash-down (use recycled water where feasible); 

• Dust suppression (as applicable); 

• Curing of concrete in warm weather; 

• General construction cleaning materials/equipment etc. 

 

It is proposed that the Main Contractor would make use of the existing water connection to the site for the water 

supply during construction. It is estimated that at peak, up to 900-1000 construction personnel will be required on 

site during the later phases of the works giving rise to a water demand of 60m3/day. Refer also Chapter 17 of the 

EIS-Material Assets for an assessment of the potential impacts relating to water supply. 

 

50m JIB CRANE 

30m JIB CRANE 
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3.3.10 Groundwater Control 

A secant pile cut-off wall, as discussed further under section 4.6 of this document, is the primary source of 

groundwater control during construction. Any seepage/infiltration through the vertical face of the wall, together 

with ingress at designated weephole locations, and surface ponding from rainfall events will be gathered locally to 

facilitate pumping with subsequent discharge, under licence, to the local sewerage drainage network. Prior to any 

discharge, the water will be passed through silt traps and hydrocarbon/oil interceptors within the site confines. 

This will result in the separation of sediment from the water prior to its discharge and will ensure that the water is 

of adequate quality before it enters the local authority drainage system. The use of silt traps and interceptors will 

be supplemented by proper housekeeping and control measures such as regular testing and monitoring of the 

water quality to ensure compliance. Refer also to Chapters 7, 8 and 9 of the EIS- Soils & Geology, Hydrogeology 

& Hydrology and Flora & Fauna. 

 

The risk of groundwater seeping up through the base of excavations has been reviewed.  A full assessment of 

the groundwater environment has been undertaken as part of the site investigations and monitoring which has 

been undertaken on site to date. These elements of work, together with the assessment of same, are discussed 

further in Chapter 8 of the EIS - Hydrogeology & Hydrology. This assessment has established the potentiometric 

level; that is the pressure head to which the confined bedrock aquifer groundwater would rise to in the absence of 

overlying glacial till. The potentiometric level is found at c. 3-4m below ground level in the south of the site and 

closer to ground surface in the north of the site. In order to reduce the generation of water within the excavation, 

it is proposed that the bedrock water level is temporarily lowered through pumping of deeper bedrock wells. The 

pumping will only be required during the very localised deeper phases of excavation when the confining 

properties of the glacial till are overcome by groundwater pressures, with the proposed locations of pumpwells 

selected so as to minimise the volume of pumping. It is estimated that the required pumping rate will be low, of 

the order of c. 0.5-1.5 l/s. The water will be pumped under a fully enclosed system and it is thus envisaged that 

the water to be discharged will be clean groundwater. It is therefore proposed that the water be discharged via 

the existing storm drainage network to the Camac River under a discharge licence regulated by Dublin City 

Council issued under the Water Pollution Act (Section 4 Licence). Extensive monitoring will be adopted to ensure 

that the water is of sufficient quality to discharge to the river. The use of silt traps will be adopted if the monitoring 

indicates the requirement for same with no silt or contaminated water permitted to discharge to the Camac River. 

 

3.3.11 Hours of Work 

The hours of work proposed for the project are as follows, unless otherwise advised: 

 

• Monday to Friday  - 7.00am to 7.00pm 

• Saturday   - 8.00am to 2.00pm 

• Sundays and Bank holidays - Any construction activity, with the exception of emergency  

works, will be limited to 8.00am to 2.00pm and will require the 

explicit permission of the relevant local authority. 

 

We note that certain activities may be required, subject to prior agreement with Dublin City Council, to be 

undertaken outside of these working hours. It is acknowledged that special events, such as large concrete pours, 

will require (in addition to the prior agreement with Dublin City Council) liaison with the Local Authority, Garda, 

Local Community, key Stakeholders and St. James’s Hospital Management, together with extensive pre-planning 

and programme management of site operations. 

 

3.3.12 Public Relations/Community Liaison 

The site is located within a live and operational hospital campus in a residential area. The Main Contractor will be 

required to ensure that all agents, sub-contractors and suppliers act in a manner to minimise disruption to the 

locality. Construction staff will be encouraged to remove all Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and use wash 

down facilities before leaving the site. 
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The Project Team recognises the importance of the community liaison role in ensuring the smooth running of 

activities and in relation to residents and public welfare. Important key issues in ensuring good relations are:  

• Regular community meetings/leaflet drops/information briefings etc.; 

• Correct points of contact, information and liaison; 

• Responsiveness to contacts and information; 

• Good housekeeping in all aspects of the operations. 

 

Keeping people informed of site operations, through regular meetings, mail drops & newsletters will help create 

good relationships and a co-operative atmosphere.  

 

A Liaison Manager will be appointed and will be responsible for the following:  

• Participation and distribution of a local newsletter; 

• Briefing with neighbours on progress and issues; 

• Liaison with Dublin City Council and emergency services as appropriate;  

• Liaison with An Garda Siochana, particularly in relation to traffic movements and permits; 

• Preparation of reports for the site meetings on neighbourhood issues. 

 

Efficient signage, maintenance and cleanliness of services and temporary facilities will be given high priorities 

within the overall scheme of the liaison strategies for the project.  

 

Due to the nature of construction works it is essential to operate Good Neighbour Policies wherever possible.  

The key aspects of the Project Team’s good neighbour policy include: -  

• Early implementation; 

• Good client, Staff and Neighbourhood liaison;  

• Reduction of nuisance factors;  

• Clear access for neighbouring premises;  

• Clear and concise information; 

• Designated liaison officer. 

 

It is essential that the Good Neighbour Policy and any necessary procedures be in place before any works are 

commenced on site.  

 

3.3.13 Environmental Management 

The appointed Main Contractor will be required to be accredited with ISO14001 Environmental Management 

Systems. 

 

It is the stated goal of the National Paediatric Hospital Development Board to achieve a minimum of a BREEAM 

Excellent Rating for this project. The primary aims of BREEAM are: 

• To mitigate the impacts of the building on the environment; 

• To enable the building to be recognised according to its environmental benefits; 

• To provide credible environmental label for the building. 

 

The appointed Main Contractor will be required to work with the Project and Design Team to achieve same, with 

particular reference to categories within the BREEAM assessment such as Materials, Waste and Transport. 

 

3.3.14 Dust 

A dust minimisation plan, as referenced in Appendix 12.2 of Chapter 12 of the EIS- Air Quality & Climate, will be 

formulated for the construction phase of the project. The Main Contractor shall put in place a regime for 

monitoring dust levels in the vicinity of the site during the works using the Bergerhoff Method. The minimum 

criteria to be maintained shall be the limit specified by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for licensed 

facilities in Ireland which is 350mg/m2/day as a 30-day average. The Main Contractor shall continuously monitor 
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dust over the variation of weather and material disposal to ensure the limits are not breached throughout the 

project. Particular measures must also be implemented to prevent the spread of air borne aspergillus spores. The 

Main Contractor will be required to liaise closely with the St. James’s Hospital Infection Prevention and Control 

Team (IPCT) for the duration of the works in this regard.  

 

The level of monitoring and adoption of mitigation measures will vary throughout the construction works 

depending on the type of activities being undertaken and the prevailing weather conditions at the time. For 

instance, additional monitoring and mitigation such as damping down of earth mounds on site would be 

undertaken if the prevailing weather conditions are dry and windy. It is noted that the stockpiling of excavated 

material on site is to be minimised with an immediate removal of excavated materials envisaged for the majority 

of the works. 

 

3.3.15 Dirt 

Given the volumes of traffic generated by aspects of the construction works, particularly during the bulk 

excavations, it shall be a requirement that the Main Contractor shall ensure, where appropriate: 

 

• A wheel wash facility shall be provided at each egress point from the site (the proposed nature of the 

access and egress points may necessitate the use of more than one wheel wash for some phases of the 

works). The wheel wash will be a drive through type, similar to that shown in Figure 9 below; 

• All vehicles shall be required to pass through the wheel wash facility before exiting the site to the public 

road network via the Rialto Gate or Mount Brown. The wheel wash must be kept in place and used 

throughout the critical dirt generating activities of the construction works;  

• Road sweepers (suction type) shall be retained for the duration of the construction works with an 

increase in cleaning during the critical dirt/dust generating works. Regular road drain clearing will be 

implemented; 

• Water supplies shall be recycled for use in the wheel wash. All waters shall be drained through 

appropriate filter material prior to discharge from the site. 

 

Figure 9: Wheel wash Facility 
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3.3.16 Noise 

The Main Contractor shall be required to monitor baseline noise levels at the site prior to commencement of the 

project, with a noise monitoring regime being developed for the duration of the construction works on site as part 

of a Noise and Vibration Management Plan (NVMP) as noted under section 11.1.6.1 of the Noise and Vibration 

chapter of the EIS. The Main Contractor shall implement measures to minimise and mitigate noise levels during 

construction. Specifically, Noise & Vibration levels shall be kept below those levels specified in Chapter 11 of the 

EIS, or if further limits as imposed by the Local Authority. These limits for residential developments in the vicinity 

of the development site are identified in Table 1 hereunder: 

 

Table 1: Noise Limit Criteria 

Period over which criterion applies Noise Impact Criterion (LAeq,1hr) 

Monday to Friday Day: 07:00 to 19:00 70 dB 

Evening: 19:00 to 22:00 60 dB* 

Night: 22:00 to 07:00 The higher of 45dB or the ambient level* 

Saturday: Day: 08:00 to 14:00  

(work outside these hours no higher than 45 dB or 
ambient noise level) 

65 dB 

Sundays and Bank Holidays*: Day: 08:00 to 14:00  

 

60 dB* 

Note * Construction activity at these times, other than that required for emergency works, will require the explicit permission of the relevant 

local authority. 

 

In addition, an internal noise limit of 45dB LAeq,1hr will be required for construction noise intrusion in all hospital 

and clinical buildings. 

 

In addition to the standard 2.4m high hoarding which is to be provided to the site boundary, it is proposed that the 

hoarding be supplemented up to a height of 4m in areas closest to the residential and existing hospital buildings 

during the most significant noise generating activities. These areas are indicated in Figure 10 below. 

 

Figure 10: Extent of Noise Barriers During Construction 
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The 4m high hoarding may be provided using a mobile system of screens, similar to those indicated in Figure 11 

below, that can be placed close to the noisy construction works rather than being permanently located on the site 

boundary. 

Figure 11: Temporary Screens for use During Construction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.17 Condition Surveys 

Condition/dilapidation surveys of all properties adjoining the works shall be undertaken prior to any works 

commencing on site. The applicant has commissioned an independent pre-condition survey by qualified 

Chartered Surveyors of the properties immediately adjacent to the proposed development along O’Reilly Avenue, 

Cameron Square, Faulkner Terrace, Brookfield Road and South Circular Road. A condition survey methodology 

has been agreed with the survey works including a visual survey of the house and garden boundary walls within 

the property line. All of the residential property owners have been contacted and a significant number of the 

surveys (65 of the planned 73) have already been undertaken prior to lodging this application.  

 

It is noted that conditions surveys would not normally be undertaken at this early (planning) stage for a project of 

this nature, hence the surveys have commenced earlier as part of the on-going consultation process with 

neighbouring residential property owners. The survey company will record, within a Condition Report using 

photographs and sketches, the current structural condition of the house and the boundary structure within the 

property line. This Condition Report will be issued to the residents of each home for their review well in advance 

of the commencement of any construction works. The residents, at their discretion, may employ a suitably 

qualified Technical Advisor to review the report on their behalf. The National Paediatric Hospital Development 

Board will fund the cost of this Technical Advisor. The Development Board will fully consult with residents (and/or 

their Technical Advisors) on the proposals for the construction of the basement, services tunnel and below 

ground services and, in conjunction with the Main Contractor for the construction works, agree mitigation 

measures to prevent damage to their properties. The results of these surveys will also assist to inform any 

specific requirements in terms of potential locations for vibration and movement monitors. 

 

3.3.18 Vibration 

 

A specialist sub-contractor shall be engaged by the Main Contractor to monitor, collate and report on vibration 

results for the duration of critical work activities, as part of a Noise and Vibration Management Plan (NVMP) as 

noted under section 11.1.6.1 of the Noise and Vibration chapter of the EIS. Vibration monitoring stations should 

continually log vibration levels using the Peak Particle Velocity parameter (PPV, mm/s) in the X, Y and Z 
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directions in accordance with BS ISO 4866:2010: Mechanical vibration and shock - Vibration of fixed structures - 

Guidelines for the measurement of vibrations and evaluation of their effects on structures. Vibration monitors, of 

both aural and visual type, with real time outputs to be located at agreed points. 

 

Traffic light system to be in place consisting of: 

 

• Green-vibrations below all threshold limits-OK to proceed; 

• Amber-vibrations exceed first threshold limit-Stop and check; 

• Red-vibrations exceed second threshold-Stop and action. 

 

The vibration limits for the duration of the construction works are set out in Chapter 11 of the EIS- Noise and 

Vibration, and reproduced below. Table 2 presents the vibration criteria to be adopted at nearby soundly 

constructed residential properties to avoid cosmetic damage. 

 

Table 2: Allowable vibration during construction phase for soundly constructed buildings 

Allowable vibration (in terms of peak particle velocity) at the closest part of sensitive 
property to the source of vibration, at a frequency of 

Less than 10Hz 10 to 50Hz 50 to 100Hz (and above) 

15 mm/s 20 mm/s 50 mm/s 

 

For structures considered more sensitive, such as the Haughton Institute and the residential properties along 

O’Reilly Avenue and Cameron Square, lower vibration limits are proposed as taken from the German Standard 

DIN 4150-3 (1999-02) Structural Vibration – Effects of vibration on structure and noted in Table 3 below. 

Table 3: Allowable vibration during construction phase for sensitive buildings 

Allowable vibration (in terms of peak particle velocity) at the closest part of sensitive 
property to the source of vibration, at a frequency of 

Less than 10Hz 10 to 50Hz 50 to 100Hz (and above) 

3 mm/s 3-8 mm/s 8-10 mm/s 

 

Due to the proximity of the development to the existing hospital and clinical services, it is also considered 

appropriate to specify vibration criteria within these buildings during construction as reflected by the maximum 

frequency weighted accelerations for both continuous and intermittent sources as shown in Table 4 below. 

Table 4: Allowable vibration during construction phase for clinical buildings 

Location Frequency weighted acceleration 

Operating theatres, precision laboratories, 
audiometric testing booths 

0.005 m/s2
 

Wards 0.01 m/s2 

General Laboratories, treatment areas 0.02 m/s2
 

Offices, Consulting Rooms 0.04 m/s2 

 

3.3.19 Harmful Materials 

Harmful materials shall be stored on site for use in connection with the construction works only. The following 

mitigation measures will be included for the works to prevent any spillages to ground of fuels and prevent any 

resulting soil and/or groundwater quality issues: 

• The temporary relocation of the existing fuel store will be carried out in a controlled manner and the new 

temporary bund will be designed and maintained in accordance with best practice and standards (BS 

5410 and BS799-5); 
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• Designation of bunded refuelling areas on the site; 

• Provision of spill kit facilities across the site; 

• Where mobile fuel bowsers are used the following measures will be taken: 

o Any flexible pipe, tap or valve will be fitted with a lock and will be secured when not in use; 

o The pump or valve will be fitted with a lock and will be secured when not in uses; 

o All bowsers to carry a spill kit and operatives must have spill response training; 

o Portable generators or similar fuel containing equipment will be placed on drip trays. 

 

In the case of drummed fuel or other potentially polluting substances which may be used during construction, the 

following measures will be adopted: 

• Secure storage of all containers that contain potential polluting substances in a dedicated internally 

bunded chemical storage cabinet unit or inside a concrete bunded area; 

• Clear labelling of containers so that appropriate remedial measures can be taken in the event of a 

spillage; 

• All drums to be quality approved  and manufactured to a recognised standard; 

• If drums are to be moved around the site, they should be done so secured and on spill pallets; 

• Drums to be loaded and unloaded by competent and trained personnel using appropriate equipment. 

 

It is noted, as discussed in Chapter 7 of this EIS-Soils & Geology, that a portion of the soil to be excavated from 

site has been classified as hazardous. The removal of same from site and its transportation to the appropriate 

licenced facility shall be carried out in accordance with best practice and guidelines for same. 

 

3.4 Waste Management 

3.4.1 Introduction 

The Development Board and Project Team is committed to ensuring the highest standard of 

reuse/recycling/recovery on site in terms of materials arising from the project. The potential impacts associated 

with waste management for the construction and operational phase are assessed and evaluated in Chapter 10 of 

the EIS-Waste Management with a project specific Construction & Demolition Waste Management Plan 

appended to same. The following sections set out and discuss some of the demolition and construction related 

sources of waste and the treatment of same. 

  

The following legislation is to be adhered to in all works: 

 

• Waste Management Act 1996 (S.I. No. 10 of 1996) as amended by the Waste Management 

(Amendment) Act 2001. Sub-ordinate legislation includes: 

o European Communities (Waste Directive) Regulations 2011 (SI 126 of 2011) as amended 2011 

(S.I. No. 323 of 2011); 

o Waste Management (Collection Permit) Regulations S.I No. 820 of 2007 as amended 2008 (S.I 

No 87 of 2008); 

o Waste Management (Facility Permit and Registration) Regulations, S.I No. 821 of 2007 as 

amended 2008 (S.I No. 86 of 2008); 

o Waste Management (Licensing) Regulations 2000 (S.I No. 185 of 2000) as amended 2004 (S.I. 

No. 395 of 2004), 2010 and (S.I. No. 350 of 2010); 

o Waste Management (Packaging) Regulations 2003 (S.I. No. 61 of 2003) as amended 2004 ( S.I. 

No. 871 of 2004 ), 2006 ( S.I. No. 308 of 2006 ) and 2007 (S.I. No. 798 of 2007); 

o Waste Management (Planning) Regulations 1997 (S.I. No. 137 of 1997); 

o Waste Management (Landfill Levy) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 434 of 2011) as amended 2015 

(S.I. No. 189 of 2015); 

o European Communities (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) Regulations 2011 (S.I. No. 

355 of 2011);  
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o Waste Management (Food Waste) Regulations 2009 (S.I. No. 508 of 2009), as amended 2015 

(S.I. 190 of 2015) and European Union (Household Food Waste and Bio-waste) Regulation 2015 

(S.I. No. 191 of 2015). 

• Litter Pollution Act 1997 (S.I. No. 12 of 1997); 

• Protection of the Environment Act 2003 (S.I. No. 413 of 2003). 

 

3.4.2 Demolitions 

It is noted that many of the buildings are currently occupied and at the time of lodging this application are not 

available for detailed inspection or intrusive investigations. However, as is common and best practice, pre-

demolition surveys will be undertaken to inform of waste arisings from the various existing buildings to be 

demolished, both waste streams from non-structural (soft strip) and structural demolition activities. 

 

In order to maximise the materials suitable for reuse/recycling, selective demolition methodology involving a 

comprehensive “soft strip” operation will be adopted.  This methodology complies with the objectives of the 

National Construction Demolition Waste Council to promote Construction & Demolition Waste prevention, 

reduction, re-use of materials, recovery and recycling, which has been adopted as Construction Best Practice 

and ensures minimum disposal to landfill.   

 

This methodology also ensures minimum impact on the environment, in that it ensures that all waste streams are 

properly segregated at source and avoids cross-contamination of materials to be recovered from structural 

demolition at a later stage of the demolition sequence. The approximate quantities of waste materials anticipated 

to be generated from demolition works are presented below along with indicative targets for reuse (offsite), 

recycling and disposal. 

 

Table 5: Estimation of Demolition Waste Volumes 

 

Materials to be removed off site will make use of the access and egress points at the existing Rialto Gate and at 

Mount Brown. Materials will be removed from site using high ended lorries loaded by 360 telescopic 

handlers/excavators. The soft strip materials will be removed to an appropriately licensed waste facility such as 

the Greenstar facility in the Cookstown Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Dublin 24 or other approved facility by a 

suitably permitted waste contractor. Materials such as concrete, bricks, tiles and ceramics will be removed to an 

appropriately licensed waste facility such as the Murphy Environmental facility at Hollywood, The Naul. Co. 

Dublin or other equal approved facility. 

 

3.4.3 Excavations 

Excavations will be required throughout the site to facilitate the formation to basement levels, ramp access, 

construction of a utility tunnel, modifications to existing services including the Drimnagh Sewer and to facilitate 

construction of new services. In total, an estimated 413,000m3 of made ground and clay material will be required 

    Reuse/Recover Recycle Disposal 

Demolition –  

St. James' Hospital 

Tonnes by Waste  

Type 

% tonnes % tonnes % tonnes 

Glass 862 0 0 85 733 15 129 

Concrete, Bricks,  

Tiles, Ceramics 

7,024 30 2,107 60 4,215 10 702 

Plasterboard 494 5 25 75 370 20 99 

Metals 1,725 5 86 80 1,380 15 259 

Timber 1,848 10 185 40 739 50 924 

Others 370 0 0 0 0 100 370 

Total 12,323   2,403   7,437   2,483 
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to be excavated and removed off site. Detailed sampling and testing of the material has been undertaken, as 

discussed in Chapter 7 of this EIS-Soils & Geology. This testing has classified the materials to be removed, with 

the approximate volumes of each material included in Table 6 below. A watching brief and discovery procedure 

for contaminated material should be prepared and adopted by the Main Contractor prior to excavation works 

commencing on site. These documents should detail how potentially contaminated material will be dealt with 

during the excavation phase. All potentially contaminated material to be excavated is to be segregated and 

stockpiled in a contained manner and characterised by a competent professional through laboratory testing. 

 

Table 6: Soil Classification of Material at St. James’s Hospital Campus 

Waste 

Category 
Title  

Estimated Vol 

Hospital 

(m3) 

Estimated Vol 

Res. Centre 

(m3) 

Estimated Vol 

Total 

(m3) 

Category A1 Inert Natural 331,000 – 341,000 1,500-2,500 332,500-343,500 

Category A2 Inert 32,000-37,000 1,500-2,000 33,500-39,000 

Category B Non-Haz 35,000-39,000 1,000-1,500 36,000-40,500 

Category C 
Stable non-reactive Haz for disposal in Non-

Haz Landfill 400 - 500 0 400 - 500 

Category D Hazardous 

 

An assessment has been undertaken, as discussed under Chapter 10 of this EIS-Waste Management, of the 

potential locations for off-site management of the above materials. These include: 

• Inert Natural Material-Murphy Concrete Manufacturing Limited at Sarsfieldtown, Gormanstown, Co. 

Meath or equivalent. 

• Inert Material-Murphy Environmental Hollywood Limited, The Naul, Co. Dublin or equivalent. 

• Non Hazardous-Knockharley Landfill Ltd., Navan, Co. Meath or equivalent. 

• Hazardous-To be transported via Transfortier Shipment of Wastes (TFS) to a suitable receiving facility in 

Europe such as ATM in the Netherlands or Terracon GmbH in Hamburg, Germany. 

 

The above facilities have the capacity to accept the estimated volumes of material as outlined in Table 6. 

However, it is noted that the appointed Main Contractor will ultimately be responsible for securing agreements for 

acceptance of the surplus material in similar authorised and licensed facilities as those noted above, in 

accordance with the acceptance criteria of each facility. 

 

3.4.4 Main Construction Works 

During the construction phase, waste will be produced from surplus materials such as broken concrete blocks or 

off-cuts of timber, plasterboard, concrete, tiles, bricks, etc. waste from packaging (cardboard, plastic, timber) and 

oversupply of materials may also be generated. However, the Main Contractor will be required to ensure that 

oversupply of materials is kept to a minimum. Again, in a similar fashion to the demolition phase, waste materials 

will be segregated at source and placed in dedicated skips such as general waste, wood, mixed ferrous and 

concrete rubble on site to maximise the opportunity for reuse/recycling/recovery of materials.  

 

Table 7 over shows the predicted construction waste generation for the proposed development based on the 

information available to date along with the targets for management of the waste streams. It should be noted that 

until final materials and detailed construction methodologies have been confirmed, it is difficult to predict with a 

high level of accuracy the construction waste that will be generated from the proposed works as the exact 

materials and quantities may be subject to some degree of change and variation during the construction process. 
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Table 7: Estimation of Construction Waste Volumes 

 

3.5 Construction Traffic Management  

3.5.1 Introduction 

The new children’s hospital project has been particularly sensitive to ensure that transport impacts during the 

construction stage of the new hospital are minimised for both the St. James’s Adult Hospital and the surrounding 

local residential community. Discussed below are some of the traffic management issues considered by the 

Project Team and proposals for same. 

 

3.5.2 Traffic Management Proposals 

As the site is located within Dublin City Centre, the heavy goods vehicle restrictions imposed by Dublin City 

Council govern the traffic management proposals. The construction access strategy to serve the construction 

works of the new children’s hospital will be consistent with the designated HGV routes in the city centre and will 

form the primary access and egress routes between the construction site and the external road network. Figure 

12 over indicates the proposed HGV routes to serve the construction phase of the hospital. Two access/egress 

routes are proposed, one via South Circular Road/Mount Brown and the second via the South Circular Road/Suir 

Road.  

 

Figure 12: Proposed Access Routes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Construction –  

St. James' Hospital 

 Tonnes by Waste  

Type 

Reuse/Recover Recycle Disposal 

% tonnes % tonnes % tonnes 

Concrete, Bricks,  

Tiles, Ceramics and Plasterboard 

435 40 174 40 174 20 87 

Asphalt, tar and tar products 159 0 0 25 40 75 119 

Metals 40 5 25 75 36 20 99 

Other 158 10 86 80 63 15 259 

Total 792   192   313   287 
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3.5.3 Traffic Management Plan 

3.5.3.1 Introduction 

A construction phase Traffic Management Plan will be prepared by an appointed Main Contractor. Discussed 

below are a number of issues, information on which are to be included in a Traffic Management Plan as set out 

by Dublin City Council document Directions for the Control & Management of Roadworks in Dublin City. The 

reader is also referred to Chapter 6 of the EIS-Traffic and Transportation 

  

3.5.3.2 Contents of Traffic Management Plan 

Health & Safety 

The Main Contractor will be required to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of the Health & Safety 

Authority. 

 

Temporary Signage 

The Main Contractor will be required to provide appropriate signage which must conform to the requirements of 

Chapter 8 of the Department of the Transport’s Traffic Signs Manual. Signage will include adequate and 

appropriate warning of the site access points at any interfaces with the public road system. 

 

Temporary Road Markings 

The Traffic Management Plan will include proposals for any proposed temporary road markings. It is envisaged 

that such markings will be required to facilitate the temporary access road at its junction with South Circular 

Road. 

 

Temporary Road Closure 

There are no temporary road closures currently proposed as part of the development. A temporary access road 

will be provided until the permanent access road is completed. 

 

Operation of a Contra Flow 

There are no proposals at present to operate a Contra Flow system during the works. 

 

Temporary Traffic Signals 

There are no current proposals for the use of temporary traffic signals. We note that the temporary and 

permanent access road arrangements will require alterations to the existing traffic signals at the junction between 

South Circular Road and Brookfield Road 

 

Proposed changes to Street Infrastructure to Enable Roadworks 

Any existing road signs or other street infrastructure which may be required to be moved to facilitate any part of 

the works will be determined by the Main Contractor with proposals developed, in consultation with the relevant 

sections of Dublin City Council, to ensure that adequate road signage is always in place on the public roadways. 

 

Arrangements for Local Access, Pedestrian and Cyclist Routes 

Provision for pedestrian and cyclist access have been incorporated into the design of both the temporary and 

permanent access road proposals. 

 

Provision for pedestrian movements including any special provision required to facilitate the mobility impaired and 

disabled 

All pedestrian movements will be reviewed and monitored in order to accommodate movements for mobility 

impaired and disabled. 

 

Changes to on street parking arrangements 

Proposed changes to on street parking arrangements are discussed in Chapter 6 off the EIS-Traffic and 

Transportation. 
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Proposed use of Barriers 

The use of barriers is to be referred to in the Traffic Management Plan and the details of which are laid out in 

accordance with Chapter 8 of the Department of Transport’s Traffic Signs Manual. 

 

Proposed Lighting Arrangements 

Lighting will be provided at all access and egress points into the site as well as along both the temporary and 

permanent access roads. The lighting arrangements will be agreed with the Dublin City Council prior to the works 

being undertaken on site. 

 

Proposed use of Flag Men 

Flag Men will be deployed by the Main Contractor at access and egress points into the site to assist in the safe 

egress of construction vehicles from the site and their integration onto the road network. There will be a 

requirement for the Flag Men to be provided on a permanent basis for the duration of the works regardless of 

traffic volumes or traffic movements. 

 

Arrangements for informing affected parties 

A Community Liaison Manager will be appointed, whose duties will include keeping people informed of site 

operations, through regular meetings, mail drops & newsletters 

 

3.5.4 Construction Vehicle Generation 

3.5.4.1 Introduction 

The following sections set out an outline overview of the traffic inputs and some of the peak potential traffic 

generation for the construction phase of the project. It should be read in conjunction with Chapter 6 of the EIS - 

Traffic & Transportation, for an assessment of the potential impacts of the proposed construction phase of the 

project on the existing traffic environment and proposals for mitigation measures. For the purposes of 

discussion on construction vehicles, the construction works can be broadly broken down into an Initial Phase & 

Main Construction Phase 

 

3.5.4.2 Initial Phase 

The construction site will initially be set up with 2 main access and egress points, namely the existing Rialto 

Gate off the South Circular Road with the second at Mount Brown as described in section 3.3.4 of this 

document. 

 

Construction Vehicle Generation 

Construction traffic will be generated for the duration of the works on site, with levels of vehicles movements 

varying throughout the construction period depending on the construction activities on-going. The construction 

vehicle generation will be from a number of sources: 

 

• Hauling of demolition and excavated material off site; 

• Concrete deliveries; 

• Deliveries of reinforcement & formwork and other building materials such as drainage goods etc. to site; 

• Construction Workers. 

 

 

It is noted that there will be no Main Contractor designated parking for construction workers on or around the 

site. 

 

The levels of construction traffic will vary during the weeks and almost on a day to day basis, with peak volumes 

predicted to be during combinations of the following activities: 

• Demolitions; 

• Excavations; 
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• Typical concrete pours for foundation/sub-structure and rising elements; 

• Large concrete pour for basement/foundation slabs at levels B2 and B1. 

 

Demolitions and Perimeter Piling 

The removal of materials off site for the demolition phase(s) will primarily make use of the entrance at Rialto 

Gate. Standard site management techniques, such as segregation of materials and use of concrete crushing, 

will be adopted to ensure that all vehicles exiting site are as fully laden as possible to minimise the number of 

truck movements required. It is estimated that at peak times between 20-30 loads per day will be hauled off site 

for the demolitions works. 

 

The works for the secant pile wall to the perimeter of the basement are likely to commence prior to the 

completion of, and thus overlap with, the demolition works. The piling works are estimated to continue at a rate 

of approx. 3-4 piles/day per piling rig. Given the plan extent of the site and the required secant pile wall, it is 

estimated that there would be in the order of 4-6 piling rigs on site during the peak piling works. This would give 

rise to a requirement for approximately 40 concrete loads per day for secant pile wall installation. 

 

Excavations 

The overall total volume of material to be excavated from site has been estimated to be in the order of 

c.413,000m3. The number of vehicles likely to be generated by the excavation has been estimated by 

comparing the proposed works with those for large scale city centre developments across Dublin. This is 

summarised in Table 8. 

 

Table 8: City Centre Development Excavation Volumes 

Site Location Excavation 

Volume 

(m3) 

Average No. 

Loads per 

Day 

No. of 

Access/ 

Egress Gates 

Average No. 

of Loads per 

Gate 

Trinity Bioscience City Centre 42,000 75 1 75 

National Conference 

Centre 

City Centre 100,000 70 1 70 

Mater Adult Hospital City Centre TBC 60 1 60 

New children’s 

hospital 

@St. James’s Hospital 

City 

Centre 

413,000 140 

(Proposed) 

2 70 

 

The values above represent average values with the likelihood that this may increase to peak values of the 

order of 160 loads per day over a series of short time durations. 

 

Typical Concrete Pour 

The foundation structure consists of a 1000mm deep slab bearing onto black boulder clay with localised 

thickenings under the heaviest loaded columns. It is envisaged that the casting of this slab will be undertaken in 

a number of pours, depending on the Main Contractor’s phasing. These pours could be 500-600m3 each to be 

completed within a normal working day. This would result in an average of 8 concrete deliveries an hour for the 

pour. Some other elements of work are likely to be on-going during this time, but, save for excavation related 

movements, deliveries for same would be low in relative terms. Pours of the same scale may also occur during 

the superstructure construction. 
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Large Concrete Pour for Foundations/Basement Slabs 

Given the scale of the basement footprint and slab thickness, the proposed phasing of works may result in some 

extreme one-off pour sizes in the order of 1000-1200m3. A pour of this size is unlikely to be completed within a 

normal working day, with working hours likely to increase from the standard 10 hours to c.15 hours. This would 

result in 10 concrete deliveries an hour on average. Pours of such a size will require prior agreement and 

planning with the Local Authority, Garda, Local Community Stakeholders etc, together with extensive pre-

planning and programme management of site operations. It is likely that no other significant works requiring 

frequent truck movements and deliveries would be undertaken whilst such a significant pour of this size was on-

going. 

 

Likely Combinations of Vehicle Movements 

The construction work will proceed in a sequential manner with some of the activities noted above partially 

overlapping. There are thus a number of potential scenarios for combinations of vehicle movements (with 

miscellaneous deliveries included and common throughout) such as: 

• Scenario 1: Demolitions Only 

• Scenario 2: Demolitions, piling and excavations; 

• Scenario 3 Piling, excavations and typical concrete pour; 

• Scenario 4: Excavations and typical pour; 

• Scenario 5:  Minor excavations and large concrete pour. 

 

An indication of the magnitude of these combinations is shown in Table 9 below. 

 

Table 9: Possible Combination of Vehicle Movements per Day 

Activity Vehicle Movements 

 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 Scenario 5 

Demolitions 30 10 0 0  

Secant Pile Wall 0 40 25 0  

Excavations 0 100 160 140 40 

Typical Pour 0 0 40 75  

Large Pour 0 0 0 0 150 

Misc Deliveries etc 10 15 10 15 10 

Total 40 165 235 230 200 

 

3.5.4.3 Main Construction Phase 

The access arrangements for the main construction phase will follow and adopt a similar format as per the initial 

phase, with access/egress points at the Rialto Gate and Mount Brown.  

 

Construction Vehicle Generation 

Traffic will be generated by construction works for the entire duration of the construction phase, albeit of a lower 

quantum than the initial phase. For the main building construction phase, this would include, but not limited to, 

concrete pours, deliveries of formwork & reinforcement, pre-cast (PC) floor & wall panels and structural 

steelwork for the roof plant room. As works progress on site and the main building advances, the nature of 

deliveries will switch to items such as envelope/cladding panels, glazing and finishes elements as well as pre-

fabricated M & E plant and equipment. Small-scale deliveries of such items may be undertaken in conjunction 

with a typical concrete pour. 
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The most intensive periods of traffic generation will be during concrete pours, either for large pours, managed in 

a similar way to those earlier described for foundation level/transfer level or typical pours for the building 

superstructure. The plan extent of the site makes it possible and feasible that 2 typical pours may be undertaken 

simultaneously at opposite parts of the site, and accessed via the 2 separate gates. The vehicle movements for 

both the typical and large pour scenarios are summarised below: 

 

Table 10: Combination of Vehicle Movements per Day 

 Size of 

Pour (m3) 

Time (Hours) Trucks per 

day 

Trucks per 

hour 

Comments 

Typical 500-600 10 75 8  

2 x Typical 2 x(500-

600) 

10 150 16 2 No. 

Gates/Access in 

Operation 

Large 800-1,200 15 150 10 Primarily via 1 

Gate 

 

A graph indicating the predicted peak average of daily construction vehicles is included in Figure 13 over.  
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Figure 13: Anticipated peak daily vehicle generation 
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4.0 Enabling Works 

4.1 Introduction 

The construction of the National Paediatric Hospital on the St. James’s Hospital site will involve a series of 

demolition and enabling works to be undertaken in a carefully controlled sequence to achieve a clear site for the 

build. The purpose of the enabling works is to: 

• Secure the site and organise the presence of the Main Contractor and the protection of live campus 

activities; 

• Maintain blue light and emergency traffic access to and from the campus; 

• Provide new utility connections to facilitate the clearance of the National Paediatric Hospital site; 

• Safely divert all live services away from the National Paediatric Hospital construction footprint; 

• Install new services infrastructure; 

• Safely prepare and demolish the existing buildings to be removed, including removal of asbestos; 

• Clear the site and prepare for large scale excavation; 

• Excavate where possible and prepare the site for the Main Construction works generally; 

 

4.2 Pre Construction Activities 

4.2.1 Site Set-up 

The Main Contractor will establish a site extent with the provision of appropriate signage, construction of hoarding 

& welfare facilities and establishment of access and egress routes as discussed under section 3.3 of this 

document. 

 

4.2.2 Surveys 

A number of surveys will be undertaken prior to any works commencing on site. These include: 

• Condition surveys and dilapidation/photographic records of adjoining buildings and adjacent roads/paved 

areas. This will be accompanied by the installation of monitoring devices in agreed locations. 

It is noted that initial pre-condition surveys have been undertaken on the properties in closest proximity to 

the site. These include properties along O’Reilly Avenue, Mount Brown, Cameron Square, Brookfield 

Road and South Circular Road. The undertaking and completion of these surveys at such an early stage 

allows a sophisticated regime of monitoring & controls to be designed & implemented prior to works 

(those considered affecting or in close proximity to sensitive locations) commencing on site; 

• GPR survey with targeted slit trench investigations as required to establish the location and detail of all 

existing services on the site; 

• CCTV survey of all existing drainage services both traversing and adjacent to the site; 

• Surveys to identify asbestos or toxic/hazardous materials which may be present on site. 

 

4.2.3 Archaeology Inspection and Reports 

The initial site strip will be undertaken under the supervision of an archaeologist. This initial supervision, together 

with desktop review and reporting undertaken during the initial phase of the design development of the project, 

will then inform of any additional measures which may be required to be adopted during the excavation works. 

 

The Chapel and Garden Hill House are both buildings of Architectural merit and demolition will be fully 

catalogued and allow for salvage of features and materials if required. Archaeological excavations of historical 

foundations will also take place in selected locations on site. Again, these excavations will inform of any 

additional measures which may be required to be adopted during the demolition works.  

 

Refer also the Chapter 15 of the EIS-Archaeological Heritage and Chapter 16-Architectural Heritage for further 

information on the mitigation measures to be adopted from an archaeological and architectural heritage 

perspective. 
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4.3 Demolitions 

4.3.1 Introduction 

The proposed development includes the demolition of approximately 20,539 m2 of existing buildings at St. 

James’s Hospital campus to facilitate clearing the site for the proposed new buildings. Refer also to Chapters 2 & 

10 of the EIS for more detail. The following demolitions as indicated in Figure 14 over, are proposed: 

• Single storey Orthodontic Department and the Anaesthetic Dental Clinic; 

• Part single / Part 2 storey / Part 3 storey Hospital 7; 

• Single storey Chapel; 

• Single storey Rheumatology Day Centre / Dept. of Neurology / Renal Medicine; 

• Part single / Part 2 storey General Support Services; 

• Single storey Veins Unit; 

• Single storey Physiotherapy / Cardiac Rehabilitation Building; 

• 2 storey Speech and Language Therapy Department; 

• Part single / Part 2 storey Hepatology Centre; 

• 2 storey National Centre for Hereditary Coagulation Disorders; 

• Single storey National Medical Information Centre; 

• Single storey Private Clinic; 

• Single storey Information Management Systems; 

• Part single / Part 2 storey Technical Services Building; 

• Single storey Medical Gases building; 

• Part single / Part 2 storey Ambulance Centre; 

• 2 storey Garden Hill House; 

• Single storey Laundry Services; 

• Part single / Part 2 storey Materials Management; 

• Part single / Part 2 storey Plant Room for Hospital 7; 

• 2 storey Derelict Schoolhouse on site of Children’s Research and Innovation Centre. 

 

Sundry Items for demolition include the following: 

• Underground oil tanks and chamber, oxygen compound including tanks and plinth; 

• Concrete retaining wall between existing Energy Centre and Ambulance centre; 

• Concrete steps and walls to the west of Energy Centre; 

• Concrete/brick vent shafts above existing utility tunnel; 

• Portion of existing underground utility tunnel; 

• Portion of existing underground Drimnagh Sewer; 

• Section of basement retaining wall to south face of existing Energy Centre; 

• Natural gas metering skid to south of site adjacent linear park; 

• Existing steel fence of undeveloped site west of the existing St. James’s Hospital energy centre to 

boundary with Mount Brown; 

• Existing section of render finished block and section of cast concrete wall to boundary with Brookfield 

road; 

• Existing sections of brick wall with railings above, St. James’s Hospital Rialto entrance barrier and 

section of render finished wall, including pedestrian gate, all to boundary with South Circular Road; 

• Existing structural steel Flue Stack including mechanical flues fixed to same to west of Existing Energy 

Centre building; 

• Existing advertising sign and stone wall at junction of South Circular Road and linear park; 

• Existing section of cast concrete wall, sections of steel railings and sections of brick wall boundary to 

boundary with linear park along Luas line; 

• Existing boundary/retaining wall on site of Children’s Research and Innovation Centre facing James’s St. 

to north east of St. James’s Hospital campus. 
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Figure 14: Existing Buildings to be Demolished 
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4.3.2 Pre-Demolition Operations 

A detailed pre-demolition survey will be undertaken to provide sufficient information for the Contractor to prepare 

a detailed Demolition Plan, giving methodology and work sequences for the demolition phase. 

 

This survey will inform the Design Team & Specialist Demolition Contractor of structural framing of buidings, floor 

and wall construction and interaction with adjoining buildings, so that measures can be put in place at design 

stage, to ensure the safe de-construction of each building and avoid uncontrolled collapse of any part of 

structure. 

 

This survey will also provide information on all non-structural elements, amount of soft strip, i.e. quantities of 

timber, steel, P.V.C. etc. mechanical and electrical services removal, and enable the preparation of a detailed 

Waste Management Plan for these waste streams. 

 

This survey will be accompanied by a detailed Risk Assessment to identify potential hazards.  

 

4.3.3 Asbestos Removal 

It is envisaged, with buildings of this age and nature, that there may be some asbestos containing materials 

within the buildings to be demolished. A full and detailed asbestos survey (Asbestos Demoliton Survey as defined 

by the UK Health and Safety Executive Guidance document HSG264) will be required to be undertaken prior to 

any works commencing on site. It is noted that the buildings to be demolished are of a variety of ages and many 

are likely to have undergone some form of restoration or refurbishment during their lifetime. Therefore, a number 

of potential scanarios are likely: 

1. Areas that have been refurbished or altered recently which may no longer have asbestos. 

2. Areas that have been refursbished or altered recently which never had asbestos. 

3. Areas that have not been refurbished or altered recently which do not contain asbestos. 

4. Areas that have not been refurbished or altered recently which do contain asbestos. 

 

In the event that asbestos is identified on site, all asbestos removal will be fully carried out in accordance with  

Safety, Health and Welfare at works ( exposure to asbestos) regulations 2006/2013. Trained operatives in the 

removal and packagaing of asbestos materials will be appointed to review the proposed methodology. An 

exclusion area is to be erected at the building entrance, this will act as a decontamination unit location for all 

operatives to enter and leave the works area. This is where all operatives will suit and de-suit before and after the 

removal works. 

 

Air Monitoring to be carried out along adjoining properties during the removal works; this will monitor the 

perimeters of public or populated areas. A specific location on site to be outlined, and fenced off where the 

removed materials will be packaged and stockpiled for removal off site.  

 

The asbestos removal works will be undertaken prior to any other demolition works being undertaken on site. 

Thus, the perimeter of the building will be intact with the external envelope acting as a seal to contain any 

hazardous particles that may be released during the removal process. 

 

On completion of the asbestos removal works, the works area will undergo a clearance test and internal/external 

air test to give a final clearance and re-occupation cert for that particular area. 

 

The asbestos set up will then be demobilized and moved to the next building and the area will be handed back to 

the Soft Strip & Demolition Team. 
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4.3.4 Soft Strip 

All loose internal fixtures and fittings such as furniture, kitchen fittings, and other unattached items are to be 

removed by hand and segregated on site, where practical, to allow for transport to by approved waste carrier. 

The approved waste acceptance facility will provide waste stream skips such as general, wood, and concrete on 

site to facitate on-site segregation of materials. 

 

Fixed soft stripped material such as plasterboard, wood paneling and other materials will be removed by hand, 

brought to the segregation points and loaded into the skips. Materials will subseqently be removed from site 

using high ended lorries loaded by 360 telescopic handlers/excavators. An exclusion zone shall be set up within 

the boundary fence so as to not allow any operatives to walk into drop area. 

 

4.3.5 Structural Demolition 

The strategy for structural demolition must ensure that de-construction is undertaken in a carefully pre-planned 

sequence, using methodologies that ensure that buildings under demolition and any adjoining buildings are not 

affected in any way, weakened or de-stabilized during the works. 

 

In order to comply fully with works specification, planning conditions, environmental and safety requirements and 

adhering to best demolition practice, the works should be undertaken by adopting a methodology that combines 

the following operations: 

• Demolition by hand or using hand-held tools 

This method will be adopted in all sensitive locations, particularly at interfaces with retained buildings. 

These works can be undertaken from existing floors, crash decks or from mobile elevated platforms. 

Specialist techniques, such as hydrodemolition, will be used in areas where structural connectivity is 

required between existing elements of structure and proposed structures. 

• Saw-cutting & Lifting 

Again, these methods will be adopted in sensitive locations and at interfaces with retained buildings. 

These works can be undertaken from existing floors, crash decks or from mobile elevated platforms. 

• Use of remote controlled mini excavators & breakers 

The use of remote control mini excavators may be adopted in constricted locations around the site where 

larger machinery may not be appropriate. 

• Use of long reach excavator fitted with specialist concrete munching equipment 

Larger scale buildings on site may necessitate the use of munching/pulverising equipment fitted to a long 

reach excavator. All units will be fitted with water spray devices to aid in dust suppression during the 

works. 

• Hydraulic concrete breaking equipment 

The use of breaking equipment will be deployed to break out ground floor slabs and any external areas of 

hardstanding. The breaker will typically be fitted to a 30T excavator but there may be some hand held 

tools utilised in isolated or constricted locations. 

 

4.4 Services Diversions & Advance Utility Works (Including Drimnagh Sewer & Utility Tunnel) 

As the site is a brownfield site located within an existing live hospital campus, there are a number of existing 

services traversing the site which are required to be diverted to facilitate the works. Figure 15 over highlights 

some of the main existing services traversing the site. 
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Figure 15: Existing Site Services 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A number of these services are required to be diverted or an alternative supply provided as part of early utility 

works at a time to be determined. These works will need to be undertaken in a carefully detailed sequence to 

maintain required services serving the existing hospital live at all times. The early utility works include: 

• New water supply connection from Mount Brown; 

• New gas supply and gas skid from Mount Brown; 

• New ESB feed and Substation along South Circular Road/Brookfield Road; 

• Diversion of mains electrical supply adjacent to Energy Centre; 

• Diversion of existing gas routes within and adjacent to National Paediatric Hospital site. 

 

The most significant civil service to be diverted on site is the Drimnagh Sewer. This is an existing public sewer 

line extending through the site of the new children’s hospital and flowing in a south to north direction and 

alignment. The sewer comprises mainly twin (foul/combined and storm) 610mm diameter pipes, possibly 

understood to have been constructed c.1925 by tunnelling and enters the site at the southern boundary (adjacent 

to the existing St. James’s Hospital Cardiac Unit) at a depth of approximately 8m below ground. At its deepest (in 

front of the existing St. James’s Hospital Technical Services Building) the sewer is approximately 11m deep and 

at this point the storm line changes to a trapezoidal section and prior to connecting back into the sewer at Mount 

Brown changes profile to ovoid/flat semi-circular arch approximately 1m wide. The proposed diverted sewer is 

shown in Figure 16 over. Due to the depth of the existing and the proposed diverted sewer, a number of options 
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for the construction are being examined. These options include traditional techniques such as excavations 

supported by trench boxes or the adoption of more specialist techniques such as micro tunnelling. 

 

Figure 16: Drimnagh Sewer Diversion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In tandem with the diversion of the Drimnagh Sewer, a new utility tunnel is required to be installed before the 

existing utility tunnel crossing the site can be removed. The new portion of the tunnel will follow a similar 

alignment to the realigned Drimnagh Sewer around the north eastern corner of the proposed basement and will 

route critical MEP and clinical services from the existing Energy Centre on the north of the site to the existing 

Hospital accommodation. It is essential that these services remain live to support hospital operation throughout 

the build and this forms another significant item of works. The diversion of both above elements will be a key 

driver on the programme for the excavation works. It is noted that the proposed route and construction 

techniques for these services take account of and are specifically designed so that the depth of excavations 

increases incrementally in depth with distance away from boundaries and adjoining residential properties. 

 

 

Alignment of 
Drimnagh Sewer 

Possible Micro-
Tunnelling option 

Utility Tunnel 
Realignment 
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Other important advance services works will be the construction of the following: 

• A new oxygen storage compound adjacent to the existing energy centre to allow the decommissioning 

and removal of the existing oxygen tank location; 

• Provision of an interim temporary oil storage installation to allow the decommissioning and removal of the 

existing below ground tanks; 

• Provision of an interim temporary medical gases installation to allow for the decommissioning and 

removal of the existing tank location. 

 

4.5 Temporary Internal Campus Road Realignment 

A principal driver in the construction sequencing is to maintain continuous access to key areas of the existing 

campus for day to day operations. These include: 

• Emergency vehicle access to the Adult Emergency Department; 

• Access for deliveries to the Adult Hospital; 

• Fire tender access to the campus; 

• Oxygen and gas deliveries to the existing and relocated facilities; 

• ESB substation access; 

• FM / Delivery area access; 

• Access to buildings not yet decanted by St. James’s Hospital; 

• Access to the south perimeter road to MISA etc. 

 

To facilitate the above access requirements, it is proposed to re-route the internal access road through the 

adjacent linear park and back into the site to exit at the signalled junction of the South Circular Road and 

Brookfield Road. This access route will accommodate both emergency and delivery vehicles as well as 

authorised public traffic. The proposed layout of the temporary access road is shown previously in Figure 6. 

 

The construction of the temporary access road will commence once the services diversion and demolition works 

are completed in the area. Appropriate road signage and alterations to line markings will be in place prior to the 

road being put into use. Once the temporary access road is complete and in use, and alternative access has 

been provided to key existing infrastructure adjacent the energy centre, the existing internal access roadway will 

be closed off and removed to facilitate the basement construction. 

 

4.6 Installation of Retaining Wall and Secant Piles 

A secant pile cut-off wall is the primary source of groundwater control during construction and acts as a retaining 

wall for the basement excavation. Prior to any piling works commencing on site, the following preparatory works 

must be undertaken: 

• Provision of vibration monitors, real time and both aural and visual type, on adjacent sensitive buildings. 

Traffic light system to be put in place consisting of: 

o Green-vibrations below threshold limits-OK to proceed; 

o Amber-vibrations exceed first threshold limit-Stop and check; 

o Red-vibrations exceed second threshold limit-Stop and action. 

• Provision of a piling mat to provide a safe means of accommodating the piling rig on site. 

 

The plan layout of the proposed secant pile wall is shown in Figure 17 over. 
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Figure 17: Secant Pile Wall Layout- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction of the secant pile wall will involve the installation of interlocking male and female bored piles. 

The pile wall is required to act in both a temporary and a permanent condition and hence the piles will consist of 

a hard-firm combination as opposed to the more traditional hard-soft approach. The pile wall consists of 1200mm 

diameter piles at 900mm centres to achieve the necessary overlap or interlocking of piles. Inclinometer and 

tiltmeters will be provided on the secant pile wall once excavation works commence to monitor and ensure any 

deflection or movement is within acceptable levels. 

 

The secant pile wall has been designed based on the specific conditions to ensure structural stability both in 

terms of the proposed construction and the surrounding overburden. The perimeter wall will control lateral 

groundwater ingress during construction. It is proposed to install a series of weep holes in the wall at upper and 

lower levels to allow minimal flows from the overburden (perched water) into the excavation at designated 

locations which can be monitored and managed both during construction and operation of the development. The 

weep holes will alleviate potential groundwater pressure which could build up behind the wall and will maintain 

the status quo. 

 

A typical detail of the pile wall is shown in Figure 18 over. 
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Figure 18: Secant Pile Wall Section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The proposed secant pile wall is a tried and trusted method of facilitating excavations in city centre locations. It is 

a method that has been successfully adopted by the Project Team on a number of developments within Dublin 

City Centre including works in close proximity to existing structures, protected structures in many instances, and 

public areas. An example of secant pile wall construction adjacent to a protected structure is shown in Figure 19 

below. 

 

Figure 19: Secant Pile Works in close proximity to Protected Structure 
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4.7 Excavations to Required Formation Levels 

The proposed basement of the new children’s hospital consists of a number of levels of varying depths and plan 

extents. The details of each basement level is shown in Table 11 below. 

Table 11: Below Ground Levels 

 Use Formation Level 

m (OD) 

Typical Finished 

Level 

m (OD) 

Level B3 Attenuation Tank 6.0 7.0 

Level B2 Plant/FM/Waste Marshalling 9.2 10.2 

Level B1 Carparking 12.5 13.5 

Level LG Carparking/Clinical Accommodation N/A 16.8 

 

The excavations will be required to proceed to a formation level c.1m below the finished floor level. The proposed 

formation levels for the various parts of the site are indicated in Figure 20 below. 

 

Figure 20: Formation Levels 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction of the basement will require the removal of c. 413,000m3 of made ground and clay material, with 

a very small amount of weathered rock. A review of the Ground Investigation Report prepared by Roughan 

O’Donovan with on-site works by Causeway Geotech Ltd. approximates the spoil stratification as: 

• Made Ground: 0-3m below ground level comprising topsoil, concrete overlying gravel fill/hardcore or 

sandy gravelly Clay, occasional pieces of cinders, brick and or concrete; 

• Subsoils: 1.4-19.3m below ground level Dublin Boulder Clay, 9.5-14.8m gravels in the north of the site; 

• Calp Limestone bedrock: 10.8-19.3m below ground level. 
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The excavations will be undertaken in a phased manner to suit the sequencing of the project. The initial 

excavations will be undertaken to facilitate the Drimnagh Sewer diversion, construction of the Utility Tunnel and 

forming of the access ramp at Mount Brown. The total volume of excavations required for this initial phase is of 

the order of 33,000m3. 

 

4.8 Control Measures and Mitigation Proposals 

4.8.1 General 

A number of adjoining residents have outlined concerns in relation to the potential for construction activities to 

undermine or cause damage to the structure of their properties. The piling and basement/drainage excavation 

works may have the potential, without the adoption and correct implementation of appropriate control measures, 

to lead to vibrations and ground movement in the immediate surrounds of the works with an associated risk of 

settlement and damage to buildings in the immediate area. 

 

The Design Team undertook a preliminary external survey of the residential properties surrounding the site where 

visible to understand the impact of the proposed development on these properties. The design proposals fully 

take into account the proximity of works to existing residences/structures and the existing condition of all 

properties to ensure that any ‘at risk’ or sensitive properties have been fully considered. For example, the works 

proposals for areas such as the rear of O’Reilly Avenue have been developed so that the depth of works 

increases incrementally with distance away from the boundary. In this way, as evident in Figure 21 below, the 

proposed excavation for the services tunnel, drainage and basement excavation works will not undermine the 

structure of the residential properties. Similarly for Cameron Square, the access road and retaining wall have 

been set back, in so far as reasonably practical, to mitigate against the risk of undermining existing 

residences/structures. 

 

Figure 21: Section at O’Reilly Avenue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The proposed construction techniques, as set out and proposed for this project, are tried and trusted methods of 

deep basement construction in city centre sites with similar ground conditions. The secant pile retaining wall has 

been designed based on site specific information to reduce the risk of any settlement to within acceptable levels. 
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The EIS examines the impacts in terms of vibration for the construction activities, including the excavations and 

piling works, on adjoining structures within Chapter 11-Noise and Vibration and concludes that it is not expected 

that there will be a negative impact on these structures.  

 

All of the above has been specifically considered in order to reassure residents that the proposed hospital 

construction will not adversely impact on existing buildings. 

 

A detailed monitoring and assessment regime will be adopted by the Main Contractor with remedial measures to 

be implemented in the unlikely event of cosmetic or structural damage presenting in the form of cracks/crazing or 

other similar distress within adjoining properties. The occurrence and presence of potential cracks in building and 

the likely implications of such distresses are considered below with respect to guidance presented in BRE Digest 

2511. 

 

It is noted, and as referenced earlier under section 3.3.17 of this document, in advance of the application 

lodgement, that pre-condition surveys of adjoining properties closest to the site have already been undertaken by 

the Project Team. This includes properties along O’Reilly Avenue, Cameron Square, Faulkner Terrace, 

Brookfield Road and South Circular Road with 65 of the proposed 73 surveys undertaken at the time of 

lodgement of the application. The findings of the surveys completed to date have confirmed and validated the 

assumptions used to assess the impact of the proposed development on the residential properties and it is 

expected that the results of the surveys yet to be completed will be commensurate. 

 

The above approach demonstrates that there is a commitment to protecting the integrity of adjoining properties 

and that their amenities have been considered from the outset of the design process. 

 

4.8.2 Monitoring 

In addition to the site management and monitoring as set out and discussed under section 3.3 of this document, 

a monitoring regime will be set out to ensure that any potential building movements are carefully analysed as the 

construction works progress.  

 

In the first instance and prior to construction works commencing, the Contractor and the National Paediatric 

Hospital Development Board representatives, together with the residents and/or their Technical Advisors will 

carry out a further inspection of the properties to record if there has been any change since the original survey 

was undertaken. If so, this will be recorded and the report will be reissued to residents. Where distress is evident, 

extensive “real time” monitoring will be employed to ensure vibration and cracking levels do not pose any risk of 

damage to the existing buildings. Please refer to section 3.3 of this document for further detail of monitoring. 

 

Electrolevels and tiltmeters will be installed as appropriate on building and boundary walls at agreed locations 

adjacent to the works. Special attention shall be taken should any areas be encountered where movement might 

already be considered active/live; areas that may have recently been underpinned/strengthened and where local 

repairs or alterations have been previously undertaken. These areas may be susceptible to opening up due to 

potential live or historic movement and should be visually inspected at each time of monitoring. Tell Tale gauges 

will be installed on any areas of distress or where noticeable repairs or movement has previously taken place. 

 

4.8.3 Damage Classification 

To assess the severity of damage an assessment is made using the classification system proposed by Burland et 

al (1977), 2 as shown in Table 12. The system of classification in Table 12 is based on ‘ease of repair’ of the 

                                                      
1 Building Research Establishment (BRE) Digest 251, “ Assessment of damage of low-rise building, 1995. 
2 Burland J.B, Broms, BB and de Mello, V.F.B (1977). Behaviour of foundations and structures. State-of-the Art 

Report, Proc 9th Int. Conf. Soil Mech and Foundation Eng, Balkema: Rotherdam Vol. 3, 495-546 
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visible damage. Thus, in order to classify visible damage, it is necessary to assess what type of work would be 

required to repair the damage.  

 

The following important points should be noted:  

• The classification related only to the visible damage at a given time and not to its cause or possible 

progression which are separate issues; 

• The strong temptation to classify the damage solely on crack width must be resisted. It is the ease of 

repair which is the key factor in determining the category of damage, as described by Burland (1995).3 

• The classification was developed for brickwork or blockwork and stone masonry, which is the nature of 

the construction of the historical and sensitive receptors/buildings such as the Haughton Institute and 

neighbouring residential properties. It can also be adapted for other forms of construction materials; 

• More stringent criteria may be necessary where damage may lead to corrosion, penetration or leakage of 

harmful liquids and gases or structural failure; 

• Similarly, more stringent criteria shall be necessary with regard to adjoining sensitive hospital and clinical 

facilities and equipment.  

 

While Table 12 gives damage categories up to very severe, it is not anticipated that, as a consequence of the 

construction works, that any such events would exceed category 2 ( Slight degree of damage) on the scale. The 

higher levels on the scale are provided here only for completeness of demonstrating the assessment paradigm.  

 

Table 12: Classification of visible damage with particular reference to ease of repair of plaster 
and brickwork or masonry (after Burland 1977) 

 

Category of damage Normal degree 

of severity 

Description of typical damage 

(Ease of repair is underlined) 

Note: Crack width is only one factor in assessing category of damage and should not be used on 

its own as a direct measure of it. 

0 Negligible Hairline cracks less than about 0.1 mm which are classed as negligible. No action required. 

1 Very Slightly Fine cracks which can be treated easily using normal decoration. 

Damage generally restricted to internal wall finishes; cracks rarely visible in external brickwork.  

Typical crack widths up to 1 mm. 

2 Slight Cracks easily filled. Recurrent cracks can be masked by suitable linings. Cracks not necessarily visible 

externally; some external repointing may be required to ensure weather-tightness. Doors and windows 

may stick slightly and require easing and adjusting. Typical crack widths up to approximately 5 mm. 

3 Moderate  Cracks which require some opening up and can be patched by a mason. Repointing of external brickwork 

and possibly a small amount of brickwork to be replaced. Doors and windows sticking. Service pipes may 

fracture. Weather-tightness often impaired. Typical crack widths are approximately 5mm to 15mm, or 

several of, say, 3mm. 

4 Severe Extensive damage which requires breaking-out and replacing sections of walls, especially over doors and 

windows. Windows and door frames distorted, floor sloping noticeably 1. Walls leaning1 or bulging 

noticeably, some loss of bearing in beams. Service pipes disrupted. Typical crack widths are 15 to 25mm 

but also depends on number of cracks 

5 Very Severe  Structural damage which requires a major repair job, involving partial or complete rebuilding. Beams lose 

bearing, walls lean badly and require shoring. Windows broken with distortion. Danger of instability. 

Typical crack widths are greater than 25mm but depends on the number of cracks. 

1 Note: Local deviation of slope, from the horizontal or vertical, of more than 1/100 will normally be clearly visible. Overall deviations in excess  

  of 1/150 are undesirable  

                                                      
3 3 Burland J.B, 1995. Assessment of risk of damage of buildings due to tunnelling and excavations. Invited Special Lecture to IS-Tokyo ’95:                     

  First International Conference on Earthquake Geotechnical 
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We would note that this damage classification system is the same system adopted within the Dublin area for 

previous deep excavation projects, such as the Metro North. An Board Pleanala appointed an expert, Dr. K 

Rainer Massarch, in connection with the Metro North project as their expert advisor who prepared a report for the 

Board. Dr Massarch examined the submissions from RPA with regard to building damage assessment, which 

detailed the Burland method as described above. It is noted that the proposed approach takes account of the 

sensitive nature of the historic and residential buildings. The method proposed is stated to be detailed and 

measurable in the context of the fragile features of 18th century buildings such as plaster ceilings, covings, etc. In 

review of the RPA submission, Dr Massarch stated that he endorsed the proposed method in relation to historic 

buildings. He advised that special methods should be implemented to monitor and report on any noticeable 

change at an early construction stage.  

 
4.8.4 Corrective Action 

As noted earlier under 4.8.2 “Monitoring”, all existing cracks/defects/distress and/or movement will be 

continuously monitored throughout the basement works using real – time Monitoring techniques. However, 

should a new crack or defect occur in a structure, this will be placed on a list for frequent assessment. For cracks 

up to 1 mm, the crack will be allowed to exist and in this case the crack will be monitored (as above). The trigger 

level for immediate repair will be set at 2.0 mm for historical/clinical buildings and 3mm for residential buildings. 

During an agreed period, the repair shall take place in accordance with the requirements of Table 12. An 

investigation into the possible causes of the event will be carried out in parallel to this enhanced monitoring. The 

defect/movement will subsequently be given a higher status for observation with monitoring including frequent 

visual inspections with regular review/ inspection and use of fixed date, real time logging instrumentation such as 

a crack meter.  

 

Where a repaired crack reopens or an increase occurs in any individual crack from its original state (including 

new cracks) to the upper limit of category 2 on the scale, affecting activities will be suspended to allow an 

investigation into the nature and cause of the cracks to be conducted. The suspension of work shall encompass a 

period over which either the activity is shown to be non – contributory to the crack formation, or the crack has 

been shown to be stabilised by results from inspection and monitoring related to the initial rate of observed 

formation/movement.  

 

Where more than one related crack occurs within a property which extend at its widest point to greater than 2mm 

(or 3mm where appropriate) , the contractor shall be required to adjust or modify the method of performing the 

affecting work in such a way that there is no direct risk of increased damage to the building.  This may include 

suspension of work activities until such time as a method is identified by which those specific work activities may 

recommence without a threat of reoccurrence or increase of the impairment.  

 

4.8.5 Follow up Monitoring 

Following the completion of the critical work activities and if in the unlikely event of defects / distress arising due 

to the new children’s hospital development, it is proposed to take follow up readings for an agreed period of time 

(initially proposed 3 months and thereafter 6 months) or until movements have demonstratively ceased or 

stabilised. This analysis will be carried out by a suitably qualified monitoring specialist.  

 

The frequency of the monitoring will be dependent on the stage of works, on the results received during the 

works and on these being acceptable to the relevant parties during the works. The frequency of monitoring will be 

increased if considered necessary during critical activities.   
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5.0 Basement Works 

5.1 Introduction 

The Basement Works consist of all elements of structure up to and including the Level 00 slab. The basement 

footprint extends almost over the entire extent of the site, extending from the southern boundary accommodating 

Clinical/Out Patient Departments at lower ground level (single basement with car parking below at B01) to 2+ 

basement levels over the northern extent accommodating both car parking support services including FM Hub, 

Plant and Waste Marshalling Yard etc. The basement structure typically consists of a reinforced concrete cast in-

situ frame with concrete foundation slab, concrete walls and columns together with suspended concrete slabs at 

each floor level. 

 

5.2 Site Set-up 

The Basement construction works will be undertaken with the temporary access road in place. The site hoarding 

and proposed access points are shown in Figure 22 below. 

 

Figure 22: Site Hoarding for Basement Works 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Secant Pile Wall & Excavations 

The construction of the secant pile wall and excavations will overlap between the Enabling Works and Basement 

Construction works, with the bulk of these works undertaken during this phase. 

Site Boundary 

Hoarding Line 

Temporary 
Hoarding Line 

Tree Protection 
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The overall plan extent of the secant pile wall is c.900 linear metres leading to a requirement for c.1000no. piles. 

The piles vary in length depending on their location on site and the lowest level of structure at that location, with 

piles typically varying from c.10m to c.20m in overall length. The quantity of piles to be bored each day will vary 

depending on the ground conditions but it is anticipated that the piles will be bored at a rate of 3-4 piles per piling 

rig per day. Due to the extent of the site, it is envisaged that at peak phases, 4-6 piling rigs could be on site 

undertaking works simultaneously. It is also noted that the required sequencing of works to facilitate continuous 

through road access for a period and local access for the services diversions may slow the progress of the piling 

works. The rotary boring of piles will generate spoil which will be hauled off site and disposed of at an appropriate 

licence facility. The casting of the piles will require concrete deliveries for the duration of this element of works. A 

typical secant pile wall to facilitate bulk excavation is shown in Figure 23 below. 

 

Figure 23: Secant Pile Wall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The design of the building incorporates a set back, “dry moat” at ground level of the structure from the line of the 

pile wall. This feature provides both the necessary daylight to the lower level of accommodation and the 

ventilation to the plant and car parking spaces. Once the excavations have been undertaken, a finish will be 

applied to the exposed face of the secant piles. 

 

The excavation works for the main basement works will involve the removal of c 320,000m3 of material off site. 

The excavations will be undertaken in a tiered fashion to facilitate the depths required. The works will be 

undertaken in a sequential manner to ensure that the access and egress routes are unimpinged with the laden 

trucks making use of the both the Rialto Gate and the Mount Brown routes to ship materials off site. As noted 

previously, trucks will have a built on tarpaulin that will cover the excavated material as it is being hauled off site 

and will be required to pass through the wheel wash facilities provided. As the depth of excavations increase, 

temporary propping/supports to the Main Contractor’s specialist design and detail will be provided to support the 

secant pile wall. 
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The material to be excavated is predominantly boulder clay. However, given the depth of basement and the 

profile of the bedrock, it is anticipated that a very small volume of rock excavation will be required in the southern 

portion of the site. Such excavations will be through the upper weathered layers of the rock and as such has 

been technically evaluated as being suitable for “hard ripping” by a 32 tonne excavator or equivalent and should 

not require the use of hydraulic breaking.  

 

Once the basement structure and permanent access road are complete to the northern portion of the site, the 

Main Contractor’s compound will be moved from the south east corner to be located over the future expansion 

zone. This will allow the final section of excavations to the south of the site, c.55,000m3, to be undertaken. 

 

5.4 Below Ground Services 

The development will require a wide range of new below ground services to be installed, in addition to the 

services diversions discussed earlier. All of the proposed services drainage have been designed to meet the 

demands of the proposed development with connection points into the local authority and utility services 

providers agreed and incorporated within the design proposals.  An overview of the drainage, watermain and 

Utility Tunnel elements of the site services is shown in Figure 24 below.  

 

Figure 24: 3-D View of Below Ground Services & Proposed Building 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The services runs will typically be constructed in the following sequence: 

• Survey/scanning of the area to confirm area is free of other services; 

• Excavation of trench; 

• Deep excavations will be undertaken with the use and integration of trench box supports which is best 

practice and standard method for groundworks support for deep excavations; 

• Provision of suitable bedding material for pipe/service; 

• Laying of pipework; 

• Backfilling of trench and building up of area to the required finished level. 
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5.5 Basement Structure 

5.5.1 Level B3 

The level B3 is located in the northern portion of the site. It acts as an attenuation tank for storm water drainage 

for the site. Its structure consists of a foundation slab bearing onto the formation stratum of Boulder Clay. The 

slab will be constructed as follows: 

• Completion of excavations to the formation level; 

• Dewatering of excavations, if required, by the Main Contractor; 

• Immediate placing of a concrete blinding layer to protect the foundation formation; 

• Installation and placing of waterproof membrane & drainage; 

• Placing of reinforcement; 

• Casting and curing of concrete. 

 

The deep nature of the Level B3 slab, together with the water table, combine to give a large upward hydrostatic 

water pressure on the underside of the slab. This will require the installation of ground anchors to prevent the 

flotation of the slab. The ground anchors will be provided on a regular grid and be socketed into the rock using 

rotary boring techniques. 

 

Once the slab has cured, works will commence on the rising elements from Level B3 to Level B2. These works 

will comprise: 

• Installation and placing of waterproof membrane; 

• Placing of reinforcement for vertical columns and walls; 

• Erection of formwork to columns and walls; 

• Casting of vertical elements. 

 

A 3-D view of the attenuation tank area is shown in Figure 25 below. 

Figure 25: 3-D View of Attenuation Tank Area 
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5.5.2 Level B2 

The Level B2 consists of plant space, loading bay and storage space. The structure is a mixture of a foundation 

slab bearing directly onto the formation stratum together with a suspended flat slab over the Level B3 area. The 

foundation slab will be constructed in a similar fashion to the Level B3 slab with: 

• Backfilling of excavations around the perimeter of the B3 rising walls with leanmix blinding; 

• Completion of excavations to the formation level for remaining footprint; 

• Dewatering of excavations, if required, by the Main Contractor; 

• Immediate placing of a concrete blinding layer to protect the foundation formation; 

• Installation and placing of waterproof membrane & drainage; 

• Placing of reinforcement; 

• Casting and curing of concrete. 

 

The works on the rising elements from Level B2 to B1 will be undertaken in the same fashion as that for the lower 

level. 

 

5.5.3 Level B1 

The Level B1 consists of plant space and car parking. The structure is a mixture of a foundation slab bearing 

directly onto the formation stratum together with a suspended flat slab over the Level B2 area. The construction 

works will follow the same form as those for Level B2 for the foundation slab whilst works for the suspended 

slabs will involve: 

• Placing of propping and laying of formwork; 

• Fixing of steel reinforcing bars for concrete; 

• Casting of concrete slabs; 

• Striking of formwork and temporary propping once concrete has adequately cured. 

 

The works on the rising elements from Level B2 to B1 will be undertaken in the same fashion as that for the lower 

levels. 

 

5.5.4 Level LG 

The Lower Ground Floor Level (Level LG) comprises a mixture of car parking areas and areas of clinical 

accommodation. It consists of a concrete flat slab with a slab level of 16.8m OD. Again, structural works will be 

undertaken in a similar fashion to the lower levels. 

 

5.5.5 Level 00 

The L00 features the main pedestrian entrances into the new children’s hospital building with access points 

located to the north, south, east and west elevations. It comprises accommodation with a variety of uses 

including Emergency Department, Diagnostics & Imaging as well as Out Patients Departments. The structure 

consists of cast in-situ concrete flat slab construction, with the thickness of slab varying to meet the end use 

requirements. The slab level internally is typically at a level of 21.0m OD with the levels externally stepped to suit 

the adjacent areas. To area the north of the main hospital superstructure consists of a suspended slab over the 

basement level carpark area. The permanent access road travels to the west, north and east of this area and 

consists of a mixture of suspended slab and beam structures over the basement footprint together with a 

traditional ground bearing outside of this area. The level of the road falls from c. 21.0mOD at the junction with 

South Circular Road to a level of 16.6m OD at the entrance to the car park along the northern perimeter of the 

basement.  
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Figure 26: Level 00 
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6.0 Main Construction Works 

6.1 Introduction 

The Main Construction Works will include the following: 

• Structural elements from Level 00 to Roof; 

• Building envelope; 

• All services from Level B2 to Roof; 

• All finishes from Level B2 to Roof; 

• Completion of external works and landscaping. 

 

6.2 Site Set-up 

Following the completion of the Basement Levels together with the permanent access road and concourse level, 

the site will be set up with works unimpinged by the vehicle circulation. The access and egress routes from Rialto 

Gate and Mount Brown will be utilised with the Main Contractor’s compound located to the northern portion of the 

site. The site set-up, including an indicative craneage layout is shown in Figure 27 below.  

 

Figure 27: Site Set-up  
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6.3 Structural Works 

The building largely orients in a north/south direction varying between 3-7 storeys tall above ground level and can 

be broadly broken into two areas: 

1. Hot Block 

The Hot Block comprises an almost rectilinear block approximately 230m long x 50m wide to the east of 

the central public/concourse and a series of 7 no. rectilinear finger blocks along the western side. The 

Hot Block includes areas such as Theatres, Diagnostic and Out Patients Departments. It consists of a 

cast in-situ concrete frame with a variety of slab thickness at each floor level depending, generally, on the 

usage of the area. Building floor to floor heights are generally 4.2m high with an increased height of 

5.15m from L03 to L04. The columns are typically laid out on a 7.8m x 7.8m grid.  

2. Wards 

The wards area extends from L04 to L06 with an associate plant area at L07. It comprises an oval 

configuration approximately 160m long x 90m wide arranged around a central open garden area at L04. 

It consists of a cast in-situ concrete frame structure with concrete flat slabs supported on a grid of 

columns arranged in a typical 7.8m spacing in the north south direction and varying 7.5/5/7.5m in an east 

west direction. 

 

Figure 28 below indicates a 3D aerial view of the new children’s hospital building. 

 

Figure 28: 3D Aerial View 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3.1 L00 to L04 

The works to the superstructure will commence with the construction of the concrete lift and stair cores. These 

elements provide the lateral stability to the structure and will be advanced in two or three storey lifts (by 

slipforming or similar construction techniques). The remaining rising elements to the underside of L1 will then be 
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undertaken with the construction of the L01 slab following same. The works will then be repeated up through 

each level to the underside of the transfer structure at L04. 

 

The proposed structure to the main entrance and also to the southern entrance necessitates a more intricate 

structural solution to meet the requirements of the area. The main entrance area is a triple height space with a 

transfer or bridging structure at L4 to accommodate the grid at the upper levels. The walkway at levels L01 and 

L02 are hung from the 0L3 slab. This structural solution will result in works being undertaken out of sequence 

with the L01 and L02 slabs not being cast until the L03 slab has reached adequate strength.  

 

Figure 29: Structure over Main Entrance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3.2 L04 Transfer Structure 

The L04 level represents the transition between the Hot Block below and the ward block above. The varying 

configurations, together with the varying end use requirements of each space, necessitate a transfer structure to 

accommodate the change in structural grid between each level. The structure consists of a cast in-situ slab and 

the works to this area will involve 

• Completion of rising elements to underside of L04 slab (levels will vary for different slab depths and also 

between internal and external areas); 

• Placing of propping and laying of formwork; 

• Fixing of steel reinforcing bars for concrete. This shall include the starter bars for the columns and walls 

to the ward block which are not aligned with the columns below; 

• Casting of concrete slabs; 

• Striking of formwork and temporary propping once concrete has adequately cured. 

 

6.3.3 L04 to L06 

The upper levels of the structure, from L04 to L06, form the main ward accommodation of the new children’s 

hospital. The ward footprint is ovoid in configuration, overall dimension approximately c. 175m long x 90m wide 
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arranged around a central garden area at L04. The shape and configuration of the ward block is shown in Figure 

30 below. 

 

Figure 30: Ward Block 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The works to these levels will commence with the advancing of the lift and stair cores as well as the column 

elements to the underside of L05. Formwork, together with the required temporary propping, will be installed to 

allow for the fixing of reinforcement and casting of concrete slab. This process will be repeated for the L06 slab. 

 

6.3.4 L07 

L07 consists of plantroom serving the ward block. The rising elements from L06 will be cast to allow the casting 

of the L07 slab. The roof of L07 consists of a light-weight steel frame with columns rising off the floor slab 

supporting steel beams at regular intervals. The works will involve: 

• Casting of holding down bolts within the L07 slab; 

• Erection of steel posts/columns; 

• Erection of steel beams; 

• Lining and levelling of steelwork. 

 

6.3.5 Helipad 

The helipad is located centrally over the southern entrance. It consists of a steel frame structure supported on a 

series of steel columns built off the L04 slab. Works to this area will include: 

• Casting of holding down bolts within the L04 slab; 

• Erection of steel posts/columns; 

• Erection of steel frame; 

• Lining and levelling of steelwork; 

• Provision of deck to helipad. 

 

Due to the nature of the steelwork in this area, it is envisaged that off site fabrication will be maximised resulting 

in a short time for construction on site. A 3D view of the proposed helipad structure is shown in Figure 31 over. 
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Figure 31: Helipad Structure over Southern Entrance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3.6 Family Accommodation Unit 

The Family Accommodation Unit is located adjacent to the new children’s hospital along the western extremity of 

the site at the intersection of South Circular Road and Brookfield Road. It consists of a 2-4 storey over single 

level basement structure and provides 53 bed accommodation. The structural form of the building will consist of a 

cast in-situ RC frame to achieve the required transition between the common areas and ground floor level and 

the sub-divided nature of the floorplate at the upper levels. The construction works will be of a similar nature to 

the new children’s hospital and will be phased to be undertaken so that intensive activities such as excavations 

and concrete pours will be undertaken once the works on the new hospital are well advanced. 

 

6.4 Facade 

6.4.1 Description 

Envelope and Roof  

The envelope for the new children’s hospital will be formed of an aluminium and glass curtain wall system with a 

mixture of pre-cast concrete elements and double glazed window units.   

 

The roofs will be constructed of concrete, based on an “upside down” construction. This involves the provision 

of insulation and roof membrane above the roof slab. The roof of the Family Accommodation Unit will also 

incorporate a roof garden situation for the upper most apartments. 

 

Elevations:  Lower levels  

The proposed external wall will be predominantly a preassembled unit/system delivered to site directly for 

installation and will be constituted of a combination of Granite Stone Panels attached to precast concrete via 

epoxy embedded stainless steel dowels in back of stone which are cast into concrete. Double glazed window 

units will be incorporated within the precast panels with all other main areas treated with a Curtain Walling 

system and some Glazed Panel to Main Entrance soffit. 
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Elevations:  Level 03  (Interstitial Level) 

The proposed external wall will be a combination of Curtain walling Panels to the perimeter of Departmental 

area and Louvers to the Interstitial Plant room area 

 

 

Elevations:  Level 04-06  (Wards levels) 

The proposed external wall will be a Composite Façade Panel incorporating glazed panels with openable 

windows and solid panels arranged with a vertical emphasis 

 

6.4.2 Installation 

The installation of the envelope elements will commence from Lower Ground Level up once the structural works 

are sufficiently advanced above. Provision will be made within the superstructure design to allow for easy 

installation of any secondary framing or fixings required for the façade. The installation of the façade will be 

undertaken by individual elements being lifted externally and “offered up” to the structure before being secured in 

place. 

 

6.5 Internal Fit-out 

6.5.1 Walls 

The internal walls will typically be constructed of metal stud with gypsum and plywood boarding. The construction 

of the walls will commence once the building has been sufficiently weathered and will be co-ordinated with the 

fixtures and fittings for each individual room so that the necessary mechanical and electrical services can be 

integrated within the walling system.  

 

6.5.2 Finishes 

The development consists of a variety of internal finishes depending on the nature of the area. Each finish will be 

provided and installed in accordance with the manufacturers requirements for same. Finishes will only be applied 

once the works are sufficiently well advanced to ensure that there is no risk of damage from follow on trades. 

 

6.6 M & E Fit-out/Commissioning 

The new children’s hospital has dedicated plant space at basement level, in the interstitial plant room at 3rd floor 

level above the operating theatres and at 7th floor level on top of the wards. 

 

The basement plant spaces house boiler plant, stand by generators, water storage, oil storage and medical gas 

plant and some air handling plant for the outpatient and education areas of the building (fingers). The interstitial 

plant room primarily houses air handling plant serving the operating theatres, ICU and A&E departments (hot 

block). Other systems such as AGSS (anaesthetic gas scavenging) is also located at this level. The 7th floor 

plant room has air handling plant dedicated to the wards and the chiller plant for the entire building. Spaces such 

as ICT hubs are distributed throughout the building to keep cable lengths within the designated requirements. 

Space for future expansion is provided for key services including heating and stand by generation. Incoming 

services such as gas, electricity and oxygen are located external to the building to the North of the site. 

 

From the plant spaces, mechanical and electrical services are distributed through vertical services risers 

throughout the building and horizontal distribution is via false ceilings. Lifts in cores are provided throughout the 

building serving passengers and Facilities Management (FM) traffic. In general public and patient flows are 

separated from FM/operations flows. 

 

The new children’s hospital will use AGVs (Automatically Guided Vehicles) to move supplies and materials 

throughout the facility. This will be the first time that these systems will be deployed in an HSE facility.  
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In addition to the building systems, the medical equipment will also be installed during the latter stages of the 

project in preparation for operational start up and the arrival of the first patients. 

 

6.6.1 First Fix 

The MEP first fix will be progressed in tandem with the ground works and structure and will include all 

underground services and the installation of primary mechanical and electrical services distribution including 

pipework, cable trays, bracketing and ductwork. 

 

6.6.2 Second Fix 

The MEP second fix will commence as the building becomes weather proofed and sensitive equipment such as 

boilers, air handling plant and switchboards can be installed without risk of damage from exposure to the 

elements. Secondary distribution pipework and cables will be installed at this stage and connected to the primary 

services and equipment to make complete systems. Medical gas and water services pipework will be installed 

from plant to point of use. Cabling for lighting, power, data, fire alarm and other electrical systems will be 

installed. Commissioning and testing will commence including pressure testing and pipework flushing. 

 

6.6.3 Third Fix 

The MEP third fix will follow the installation of partition walls and ceilings and includes the final installation of 

sanitary ware, lights, switches, sockets, fire alarm and BMS control devices. Sensitive equipment such as MRI 

and IT equipment will be installed at this stage to minimise the risk of accidental damage or exposure to dust. 

 

6.6.4 Testing & Commissioning 

The building services systems will be tested as they are installed in relation to integrity including in particular 

pressure tests for all pipework and air leakage tests for ductwork.  

A comprehensive Building Management System (BMS) will be installed which will help to control and monitor all 

plant and equipment within the building. 

Once systems are fully installed a period of testing and commissioning will commence. This will take 

approximately 3-4 months for a facility of this size. The systems will be set to work and set point parameters will 

be adjusted to achieve the design requirements. This will include sign off of key safety systems such as the fire 

alarm system through the proving of the cause and effect matrix, measurement of emergency lighting levels, 

sound level checks on fire alarm sounders, testing of disabled access and nurse call systems, anti-confusion 

testing for medical gas and hot and cold water systems etc. alongside more standard items such as ensuring the 

correct air flows through ventilation systems and water flows through piped systems and achieving the required 

temperature control within spaces. Following testing and commissioning systems will be left running for a 

minimum of one month to allow steady state operation to be observed prior to building occupation. This allows 

any glitches to be ironed out.  

 

6.7 Landscaping 

6.7.1 Landscaping Design 

The externals to the site are made up of a number of differing soft and hard landscaping finishes. 

 

The soft finishes include:  

• Boundary Treatment; 

• Roof Gardens; 

• External and Internal Courtyards; 

• Building setting and Entrances.  
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The hard landscaping includes:  

• Roadways; 

• Pathways/Piazza Areas; 

• Communal Areas; 

• Basement Parking. 

 

The hard landscaping works for the site are there to enhance the overall design; compliment the soft finishes 

and allow vehicular and pedestrian traffic to and around the site.  

 

The landscaping design includes for a variety of open spaces ranging from fully public to semi-private. The most 

prominent of these is the main entrance forecourt which is proposed as a new civic space that accommodates 

drop-off but is principally pedestrian in nature. The entrance forecourt incorporates tree planting, public art, 

signage and appropriate night time lighting. The other notable public space is the garden on the north of the 

children’s hospital. 

 

Semi-public open spaces include the ground and lower ground level courtyard gardens located between the 

fingers on the hospital’s west side and accessible from the Concourse. The other key semi-public space is the 

Oval ‘rainbow garden’ located on the Level 04 roof in the centre of the oval ward pavilion. The other rooftop 

gardens at Levels 03 and 04 are considered semi-private as access is more controlled. 

 

The project also includes for reinstatement and upgrading of the access steps to Cameron Square as well as 

boundary edge treatment from Mount Brown to Cameron Square and to the rear of O’Reilly Avenue. 

 

6.7.2 Landscape Construction 

The landscaping construction will commence with the boundary treatment works to the rear of O’Reilly Avenue 

following the construction of the Drimnagh sewer and utility tunnel diversions. This will be followed by the 

boundary treatment to the rear of Cameron Square once the basement works have advanced in this area. These 

boundaries treatments will provide an additional screen between the adjacent residential areas and the 

construction works. Refer also to Chapters 13 & 14 of the EIS-Micro Climate and Landscape & Visual Impact 

Assessment. 

 

The remaining soft landscaping works will be undertaken following the completion of the main elements of 

construction. 

 

The works to the soft landscaped areas will involve: 

• Placing of topsoil; 

• Planting of trees and shrubs; 

• Seeding of grass. 

 

The works to the hard landscaping areas will be undertaken following completion of the main elements of 

construction. These will include roadways, footpaths and paved areas and the works will involve: 

• Placing and compacting of hardcore sub-base; 

• Casting of concrete kerbs and footpaths; 

• Laying of road surfacing; 

• Installation of paving. 
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7.0 Children’s Research and Innovation Centre  

7.1 Introduction 

The proposed Research Centre is located at the opposite end of the campus to the new children’s hospital, near 

the entrance from James’s Street. The proposed building is “L-shaped” in configuration and comprises 3 storeys 

over a single storey basement. 

 

Figure 32: Children’s Research and Innovation Centre Site Location 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the Research Building is of a much smaller scale than the children’s hospital, its construction duration will be 

significantly shorter. It is envisaged that the commencement of works on the Research Building will be delayed 

until the more intensive works on the new children’s hospital, (excavations and basement construction) have 

been or are nearing completion. 

 

7.2 Site Set-up 

The location of the site, within the confines of a live and operational hospital campus, necessitates a prompt and 

detailed establishment of site compound by the Main Contractor following possession of site. The overarching 

consideration in all elements of the site set-up will be to ensure the works can be undertaken in a safe manner for 

the hospital, adjoining properties, members of the public and the Main Contractor and his staff, with minimal 

impact on neighbouring properties. 

 

7.2.1 Hoarding 

The Main Contractor will commence by erecting timber hoarding around the proposed site perimeter. This will 

typically take the form of standard plywood hoarding to a height of 2.4m. 
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Figure 33: Proposed Site Set-up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.2.2 Access Routes 

Construction Access is proposed via Mount Brown/James’s Street. For the initial stages of the project, access will 

be required via the internal St. James’s Hospital campus road until such time as an appropriate temporary 

construction access can be formed directly from Mount Brown/ James’s Street. 

 

7.2.3 Surveys 

A number of surveys will be undertaken prior to any works commencing on site. These include: 

• Structural surveys and dilapidation/photographic records of adjoining buildings and adjacent roads/paved 

areas. This may be accompanied by the installation of monitoring devices in agreed locations. 

It is noted that the Haughton Institute, a protected structure, is located in close proximity to the proposed 

development; 

• GPR survey with targeted slit trench investigations as required to establish the location and detail of all 

existing services and foundations on the site; 

• Surveys to identify asbestos or toxic/hazardous materials which may be present on site. 

 

Site Boundary 

Hoarding Line 

Temporary 
Hoarding Line 

Tree Protection 
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7.3 Demolition 

A derelict 18th century 2-storey schoolhouse building as well as adjacent stone boundary/retaining wall exists on 

site and will need to be demolished to ground level before construction works can commence. The stone 

boundary wall continues for a further storey below the hospital campus ground level to James’s Street level. 

 

7.4 Structural Works 

The proposed building consists of a 4 storey structure. The level difference between James’s Street and the 

hospital campus to the south gives rise to the building being perceived as a 4 storey structure from James’s 

Street and 3 storey above basement from the hospital campus. The structural form of the building is similar to 

that of the new children’s hospital building with a cast in-situ concrete flat slab supported on a regular grid of 

concrete columns. The slab thicknesses vary from 350 to 375mm deep. A 3D view of the structural model is 

shown in Figure 34 below. 

 

Figure 34: 3D view of Structural Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.4.1 Basement 

The proposed building is located around some sensitive receptors, namely the adjacent listed Haughton Institute 

and the McDowell Avenue residential properties and boundary wall to the rear as well as 3no. mature trees on 

James’s Street.  A secant pile wall is the proposed ground support system along the boundary/interfaces and has 

been set-back away from these in recognition of their sensitivities while protective hoarding shall be applied to 

the mature trees. Throughout the build and construction process these existing buildings and structures will be 

adequately protected and monitored to ensure their current condition is not structurally impaired in any way. 

During the installation of the secant pile wall and basement excavation activities, state of the art “real time” 

monitoring will be set up and carried out. A traffic light system will be put in place consisting of: 

o Green-vibrations below threshold limits-OK to proceed 

o Amber-vibrations exceed first threshold limit-Stop and check 

o Red-vibrations exceed second threshold limit-Stop and action 

 

Once the secant pile wall is installed, works will commence on the excavations down to basement level. This will 

involve the removal of c. 5,000m3 of material for disposal off site.  
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The basement construction works will involve: 

• Completion of excavations to the formation level; 

• Dewatering of excavations, if required, by the Main Contractor; 

• Immediate placing of a concrete blinding layer to protect the foundation formation; 

• Installation and placing of waterproof membrane & drainage; 

• Placing of reinforcement; 

• Casting and curing of concrete basement slab with integral pad foundations; 

• Placing of formwork and reinforcement for vertical rising elements to underside of ground floor; 

• Casting of vertical rising elements; 

• Placing of temporary propping and formwork to underside of ground floor slab; 

• Placing of reinforcement; 

• Casting of ground floor slab. 

 

The proposed basement plan is shown in Figure 35 below. 

 

Figure 35: Basement GA Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.4.2 Superstructure 

The superstructure will be constructed in the following sequence: 

• Construction of lift and stair cores from ground to roof by slipforming or similar techniques; 

• Fixing of rebar, placing of formwork and casting of remaining vertical elements from ground to underside 

of first floor; 

• Placing of propping and formwork to underside of first floor slab; 

• Fixing of reinforcement and casting of slab; 

• Repeat the above works for second floor and roof. 

 

7.5 Façade & Internal Fit-out 

7.5.1 Façade 

The façade consists of stone/prefabricated reconstituted stone panels with glazing/curtain wall behind or 

integrated depending on the location. Metal screens are proposed in certain areas to emphasise important 

aspects of the building.  
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The installation of the facade elements will commence from Lower Ground Level along James’s Street once the 

structural works are sufficiently advanced above. Provision will be made within the superstructure design to allow 

for easy installation of any secondary framing or fixings required for the façade. The installation of the façade will 

be undertaken by individual elements being lifted externally and “offered up” to the structure before being 

secured in place. 

 

7.5.2 Walls 

The internal walls will typically be constructed of metal stud with gypsum and plywood boarding. The construction 

of the walls will commence once the building has been sufficiently weathered and will be co-ordinated with the 

fixtures and fittings for each individual room so that the necessary mechanical and electrical services can be 

integrated within the walling system.  

 

7.5.3 Finishes 

The internal finishes consist of a mixture of polished concrete and vinyl flooring to be installed in accordance with 

manufacturer’s requirements. The finishes will only be installed once the works are sufficiently well advanced to 

ensure finishes will not be exposed to the risk of damage by following trades. 

 

7.6 M & E Fit-out/Commissioning 

7.6.1 First Fix 

The MEP first fix will be progressed in tandem with the ground works and structure and will include all 

underground services and the installation of primary mechanical and electrical services distribution including 

pipework, cable trays, bracketing and ductwork. 

 

7.6.2 Second Fix 

The MEP second fix will commence as the building becomes weather proofed and sensitive equipment such as 

boilers, air handling plant and switchboards can be installed without risk of damage from exposure to the 

elements. Secondary distribution pipework and cables will be installed at this stage and connected to the primary 

services and equipment to make complete systems. Medical gas and water services pipework will be installed 

from plant to point of use. Cabling for lighting, power, data, fire alarm and other electrical systems will be 

installed. Commissioning and testing will commence including pressure testing and pipework flushing. 

 

7.6.3 Third Fix 

The MEP third fix will follow the installation of partition walls and ceilings and includes the final installation of 

sanitary ware, lights, switches, sockets, fire alarm and BMS control devices. Sensitive equipment and IT 

equipment will be installed at this stage to minimise the risk of accidental damage or exposure to dust. 

 

7.6.4 Testing & Commissioning 

The building services systems will be tested as they are installed in relation to integrity including in particular 

pressure tests for all pipework and air leakage tests for ductwork.  

A comprehensive Building Management System (BMS) will be installed which will help to control and monitor all 

plant and equipment within the building. 

Once systems are fully installed a period of testing and commissioning will commence. The systems will be set to 

work and set point parameters will be adjusted to achieve the design requirements. This will include sign off of 

key safety systems such as the fire alarm system through the proving of the cause and effect matrix, 

measurement of emergency lighting levels, sound level checks on fire alarm sounders, testing of disabled access 

and nurse call systems, anti-confusion testing for medical gas and hot and cold water systems etc. alongside 

more standard items such as ensuring the correct air flows through ventilation systems and water flows through 
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piped systems and achieving the required temperature control within spaces. Following testing and 

commissioning systems will be left running for a minimum of one month to allow steady state operation to be 

observed prior to building occupation. This allows any glitches to be ironed out.  

 

7.7 Landscaping 

The landscaping construction will commence with the hard landscaping areas. These will include footpaths and 

paved areas and the works will involve: 

• Placing and compacting of hardcore sub-base. 

• Casting of concrete kerbs and footpaths 

• Installation of paving. 

 

The works to the soft landscaped areas will involve: 

• Placing of topsoil. 

• Planting of trees and shrubs. 

• Seeding of grass. 
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8.0 Construction Programme 

It is envisaged that the works will take in the order of 46 months to complete on site. An outline programme is included hereunder in Figure 36. 

 

Figure 36: Construction Programme 
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Appendix 1: Sequencing of Project 
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Appendix 2: Construction Programme 

 



 

 

 



Months 1 -3 Site set-up, surveys, hoarding, protection

Archaeology/Heritage

Decommissioning & Demolition

Site-wide Utilities

Site Strip & Excavation

Drimnagh Sewer

Piling

Basement Concrete & Cores

Base Slab & Suspended Slabs

Concrete Frame

Perimeter Landscape

MEP installation

Permanent Perimeter Road 

Envelope

Internal Fit-out

External Landscape, Roads, etc

Commissioning

Months 28-30 Decommissioning & Demolition

Site Strip & Commence Excavation

Piling

Basement Concrete & Cores

Concrete Frame

MEP installation

Envelope

Internal Fit-out

External Landscape, Roads, etc

Commissioning

Basement Concrete & Cores

Structural Frame

MEP installation

Envelope

Internal Fit-out

External Landscape, Roads, etc

Commissioning

Months 13 -15 Months 16 -18

Family Accomodation 

Research

Months 37 -39 Months 40 -42 Months 43 -46NCH Months 19 -21 Months 22 -24 Months 25 -27 Months 28 -30 Months 31 -33 Months 34 -36Months 1 -3 Months 4 -6 Months 7 -9 Months 10 -12


